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4INTRODUCT ION
The Plyn limon study has shown how affore station o f grass-
land ca tchments on the up land we ste rn margin re su lts in h igher
evapo tran spiration losses an d reduced stream flow . Th e se resu lts
are no t d irectly transferrab le to are as where the vege tation
be in g re p laced is heather and bracken or  where  co lder w in te rs
mean sign ifican t snow accum u la tion . Such con ditions preva il in
parts o f H ighland Sco tland where affo re station is in p rogress o r
is being cons ide red . The Ba lquh idder ca tchmen ts have been
in strumen te d as a means of quantify ing d ifferences in hydro log ical
re spon se be tween forested and non- fore sted are as in such cond i-
tions . These catchm ents also prov ide an oppo rtun ity to study the
e ffects o f the clear-fe lling and in itia l plan ting phase s o f
fo restry w ith in a reaso nab le time span .
Sta rting in 1981 instrument ne tworks to yie ld est imate s of
area l rain fall an d snow fa ll , o f s tream flow and sed imen t load s and
o f th e me teoro log ica l variab les were de signed and insta lled . The
rugged te rrain and difficu lt clim atic cond ition s caused a few
prob lem s and de lays at both the des ign and installation stages but
the bu lk o f the ins trumentation was operational by mid 1982 and the
fin a l stre am flow structu re was comp leted in June 1983 .
W ith the ne twork s and the da ta co llec tion m ethods firm ly
establish ed and produc ing a steady flow o f data , the em phasis has
moved tow ards detailed ex am ination and a sse ssmen t . To ach ie ve
accurate quan tification o f the differe nces  in  water use be tween the
K irkton ca tchment , 40% o f wh ich is under mature forest , and the
heather/b racken/grass covere d Monacyhle catchment (fig . 1) w ith its
separately gauged uppe r catchm ent e ach term in the wate r balance
must be de term ined to a much h igher accuracy than would be accept-
ab le in no rma l ope ra tional wo rk . As an ind ication of th e orders o f
m agn itude , annual prec ip itation in the are a is some 2000 mm and
4 . ,
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stream flow is expected to be in the range 1500-1700 mm . To
identify water use differences of say , 25% w ill require an
accuracy of be tter than 5% in both precipitation and stream-
flow .
Consequently much of the effort during the year under
review has been devo ted to assessment of instrument performance.
Much effort has also gone into devising optimum methods o f
combining data from the storage precipitation gauges , read of
necessity at differing time s , w ith that from the reco rding
gauges to ach ieve accurate estimates of the spatial and tempo ra l
dis tribution with in the ca tchmen ts . Details of prog ress achieved
in these and other aspec ts of the study are given in the follow-
ing sections .
PREC IPITAT ION
The types of gauge used for precipitation measuremen t and the
network designs for each catchmen t have been described in detail
in previous reports . Briefly , the network on Monachyle comprises
11 ground level storage gauges with recording gauges , also at
ground leve l, attached to each of the two Automatic Weather Sta tions
(AWS) and one additional record ing gauge . Th at on the Kirkton
com prises 11 site s of wh ich 6 are above the tree line and 5 are in
clearings in the forest . All sites have ground level storage gauges
and the 5 in the forest also have tall (1 m ) snow gauges . These
site s now have standard 5 inch gau ge s as well . On e recording gauge
is attached to the AWS in the catchm ent and a second to the AWS at
the Tu lloch Farm meteoro logica l site (fig . 1), where examples o f
each type of gauge are installed . Sparse ne tworks o f snow po les and
of snow melt gauges are also deployed , one of the latter in each
catchmen t being of the record ing type .
2 .1 Gauge Pe rfo rmance
The ground level gauges have operated successfully during
rainfall periods but , as was expec ted , no t so well during periods
I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
40
of mixed prec ipitation . These gauges are mounted with their rims
•
parallel to the ground and the read ings corrected to give the
equivalent input on a horizontal surface . Their readings are40
disregarded during pe riods of significan t snow accumulation .
The tall snow gauges were designed to provide measurements
of precipitation inpu t in such periods and sited in the forest
clearings where adverse aerodynamic effects and lateral movemen t
of snow would be minimal. During the snow period in January and
February 1984 snow cores were taken at the snow gauge sites after
40 each fresh accumu lation . The results showed that the water
equivalen ts of the snow cores were w ith in 10% of the snow gauge
catch , confirm ing that the gauges were operating successfully in
these conditions .
40
AlW A2W A3W A3Y B3W
II
•
Jan 113.9 106 .2 117 .6 82 .9 113 .8
Feb 76 .7 88 .2 103 .3
II
March 95.1 84 .1 76 .7 88 .3 82 .8
• April 87 .5 8 1.4 79 .0 76 .1 72 .8
•
May 85 .8 88 .4 98 .4 84 .9 83 .8
June 80 .7 76 .8 65 .1 79 .6 82 .8
II
July 79 .3 52 .0 62 .7 69 .9 77 .4
• Aug 79 .4 34 .9 59 .1 62 .8 65 .3
•
Sept 63 .7 85 .5 96 .4 89 .2 98 .1
Oct 113 .5 101 .3 93 .3 92 .3
I I
Nov 111.1 107 .4 121 .4 106 .0 108 .3
• Dec 125 .2 117 .1 124 .5 90 .1 111 .8
Total 100 .6 97 .7 100 .6 89 .7 99 .7
Table 1. mean values of snow gauge catch as a percen tage of ground
leve l gauge catch at the Kirk ton forest clearing sites .
Snow accumulation periods are excluded .
•
•
•
The snow gauges in the Kirkton forest clearings are read
throughou t the year . Th is is done to assess the ir performance
in all conditions . The re sults o f this on go ing comparison w ith
the ground level gauges are summarised in tab le 1. Fo r each site
mean percen tage catch of the snow gauge re lative to the ground
level has been calculated . Periods w ith m ixed precipitation are
included bu t snow accumulation periods have been om itted .
The reduced summer catch of the snow gauge , commented on in
the 1982/83 report , is due to evaporation from the inside of the
collecting tube and can be reduced by the addition of a funnel at
the top end . The apparen t overcatch in win ter at most sites is
less easy to exp la in .
To investigate this d iscrepancy each forest s ite has been
equipped with a standard 5 inch raingauge . The results of the
comparison between them and the ground level gauges in ra in and
m ixed prec ipitation pe riods are summ arised in tab le 2 and Figure 2 .
Tab le 2 . Mean values of standard gauge catch as a percen tage of
ground level gauge catch for the Kirk ton forest
clearing sites , ex lcuding snow accumulation periods .
Figures for the Tu lloch Farm site are also inc luded . The agreement
is generally good although the re lative catch of the standard gauge
decreases w ith inc reasing exposure and altitude o f the sites .
Th is undercatch of the standard gauges which is a wind re lated
phenomenon is not extreme compared to other sites . Undercatches
of 16% have been recorded on exposed Welsh h ills ides (Harrison
and Newson , 1978) . Thus it would appear that the forest sites
experience reasonably she ltered conditions .
This comparison suggests therefore that the w inter discrepancy
between the ground level and snow gauges is a factor re lating
to the latter. Pending further investigation  however ,  the preferred
estimates from these sites w ill be :
(a) those from the ground level gauges during rainfall period s ,
(b ) those from the standard gauges during mixed precipitation
periods ,
(c) those from the snow gauges during snow accumu lation periods .
2 .2 The Networks
The main objec t of the networks is to determ ine the spatial
variation of precipitation w ith in the catchments . Their design
ensured that each major domain of altitude , location , aspect and
slope was sampled . W ith the vo lume of data now available it
becomes poss ible to start constructing models o f spatial variation
which can be used to estimate catchmen t areal means .
2 .2 .1 T ime Distribution
Before any such analysis can be unde rtaken the first step
is to reduce the da ta from all gauges to a common time base .
Because the netwo rks are operated by one man it has been necessary
to devise a system which w ill accept readings taken at any time on
any day during the month . A computer programme has been wr itten
that distributes each gauge total into hourly values by multiplying
propo rtiona lly the hourly value s from the nearest record ing gauge .
The results are then summed to give the total  in  any requ ired
interval.
A hierarchal de fin ition of "nea rest" has been incorporated
in wh ich map d istance is taken as the main crite rion . However
if the distances to two reco rding gauges are with in 20% the one
nearest in altitude is preferred . The system allows for
progressive rank ing of all five recording gauges w ithin the
netwo rks so that the "best" operational recorder will be used .
In this d ifficult environment quality control of both manual
and automatically reco rded readings is essen tial . Because of
their key ro le in the time distribution programme the recording
gauge data are checked manually against their acCOmpany ing storage
gauges for volume and aga inst the AWS weather data for timing before
being used in the programme . Some indication of the va lidity of
the storage gauge read ings is obtained from the snow diary but fina l
quality control on these has to be perform ed after time distribution .
The programme desc ribed is able to cope with time distribution
during ra infa ll periods when at least some of the record ing gauges
we re operational . For periods when this was no t the case a secon d
programm e has been written wh ich uses the daily observations at
Tu lloch Farm meteorological site as the mean s of time distr ibu tion .
Obv iously th is prec ludes flood bydrograph studies for such periods
but makes the data available for any analyses requ iring daily o r
longer time intervals. Th is programme can be used also to time
distribu te snow inputs during the periods when on ly the snow or
standard gauge readings from the forest sites in Kirkton are valid .
These two programmes will yield data , time distributed on either an
hourly or a daily basis , for all sites during ra infall periods and
for the forest sites durin g snow periods from April 1982 onwards .
To cove r gap s in the recording gauge data from summer 1981 un til the
Tu lloch Farm site became operational in April 1982 daily time
distribution will be computed from the nearest ava ilable site con-
form ing to Met. O ffice standards .
Outputs from the first run of the "hou rly" programm e , accumu lated
into mon thly to tals , are shown in in table 3 . Gaps appear against
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months where good quality recording gauge data were no t available
and against individual gauges where snow accumulation occurred or
where errors have already been identified . Comparison o f this
output with a less rigorous manual attempt at time distr ibution
(1982/83 Report, table 1) is gene rally encouraging though it has
iden tified some errors in data compilation . After da ta co rrection
the programme will be rerun and the results , accumulated on a daily
bas is , compared w ith a complete run of the "da ily" distribution
programme for further quality con trol . The final product of these
two programmes will be :
(1) An array of hourb rainfall data , where available , for all
(2) An array of daily rainfall data derived from (1) , w ith
gaps infilled from the "daily" pro gramme , for all sites .
(3) An array of daily snowfall data for the Kirkton forest
sites on ly .
2 .2 .2 Spatial Distribution
Once the data can be compared on a common time base work can
begin on quantifying spatial variability in the precipitation . A
pre lim ina ry indica tion of the range of this variability for seasonal
ra infall totals was given in the 1982/83 Report. Work is now in
hand on deriving relationsh ips be tween monthly totals and the con-
trolling fac tors of location , altitude and aspect . Comparison of
the results from each month w ith those derived from seasonal and
annual totals will determine the form o f the model ultim ately u sed
to compute catchment areal means .
As an example , the September 1983 data from table 3a and 3b
are presented in tab le 4 as departures from the mean for comparison
with the seasonal distribu tions derived for 1981 and 1982 . The
MON ACR YLE
- 10 -
PE RIOD GROUND LEVEL GAUG ES
A IX A3X 8 1W B 1X BlY 112W 82X B22 B32 C2W C2Z KEAN (mm )
8/8 1- 10/8 1 • 0 .5 • 5.7 • 2 .9 - 7 .2 • 4 .1 - 0 .8 -14 .4 - 1.2 • 7 .0 - 3 .5 860
5/ 82 -8 /82 - 1.8 • 1.3 • 4 .0 • 3 .8 - 6 .2 .12 .6 - 1.3 -15 .9 • 4 .2 .13 .5 • 0 .4 47 7
SEPT 83 - 0 .3 4 .7 0 .5 • 3 .3 - 5 .5 • 0 .2 - 2 .4 -14 .9 • 1.5 •11 .1 • 8 .3 36 3
K IRKTO N
PE RIOD GRO UND LEVEL GAU GES
Ale A2W A3M A3Y 93W 83? C IM C3M C3Y D2Y 03Y ME AN (mm)
8/8 1- 10/ 81 -11.5 4 .2 -3 .6 .1 1.3 • 8.1 -11.3 • 6 .0 • 5 .2 780
5/ 82 -9 /82 - 8 .3 -10 .8 - 2 .4 - 2 .9 • 6 .9 • 6 .4 -13 .0 • 7 .2 • 8 .6 863
SEPT 83 - 5 .1 • 2 .3 - 4.2 - 7 .6 • 6 .3 - 2 .7 • 5 .6 5 .8 -10 .9 • 4 .4 • 6 .3 30 4
Tab le 4 . Comparison o f 1. saute catches re la tive to the mean in Non ac hy le and K t/1(to n be tw een
pe riod s in 198 1 and 1982 an d the mon th o f Se lpembe r 198 3 .
0
11
•
ID gene ra l pa tte rn is seen to be sim ila r w ith on ly one s ite depa rting
s ign ific antly in K irkton an d three in Monachy le . Wh ilst this type
of qua lita tive comparison is reassurin g in tha t it ind ica tes a
re asonab le degree of stab ility in the in ter-s ite rela tionsh ips , a
more quan titative appro ach is necessary to de fine the mode l from
ID wh ich catchm en t area l means can be der ived .
Th e resu lts o f regression an alyses o f the Septemb e r 1983
• figu res are shown in tab le 5 and illustrated in figures 3 and 4 .
Wh ils t the linear regressions w ith longitude (fig . 3) ind ic ate tha t
a dec reasing west to east trend is presen t , it is clea r tha t o ther
ID factors p lay a significant part in de term in ing ra infall variability .
41 A ltitude con tributes also (fig . 4 ) , particularly in Mon achy le , bu t
ID even when these two a re comb ined w ith aspect in multip le regre ssions
(tab le 5) , the une xpla ined variance rema in s unac ceptab ly h igh . Wo rk
is con tinuing on th is type of analysis .
•
STREAMFLOW
Accu ra te assessmen t o f stream flow in steep , flashy catchmen ts
40 is alw ay s a difficu lt proposition . The struc tu res ins talled
on the K irk ton and Mon achy le catchments were considered to be the
ID
best comprom ise ach ievab le with in the site and co st con strain ts
preVailing . Neve rthe less it was recogn ised tha t the ma in C rum p
ID struc tu res in pa rticu lar wou ld be ope ratin g very close to the ir
de s ign lim its in te rm s o f appro ach condit ion s an d rigorous check in g
o f the ir perform ance would be necessary be fore data from them cou ld
be used w ith confidence .
•
ID 3 .1 Struc tu re Perform ance
41
Th e 5 gaug ing structu res h ave given a few prob lems th ro ugh the
year . The tab le be low shows the percen tage poss ible data th at were
co llecte d .
The rating for the K irkton Crum p we ir wa s found to be in erro r
fo r h igh flows and 4a se ries o f d ilu tion gaugings and curren t mete rings
Monachy le 
RA IN 954 .0 - 0 .138 (LONG) + 0 .136 (ALT ) . r2  = 
0 .376
RAIN 240 .0 + 0 .0209 (LONG ) + 0 .0978 (ALT) - 0 .
156 (ASPECT)
Kirk ton
r2 = 0 .474 .
12 -
RA IN = 949 .0 - 0 .127 (LONG ) + 0 .0 522 (ALT ). r2 = 0
.397
RA IN = 406 .0 - 0 .0225 (LONG ) + 0 .0735 (ALT ) - 0 .13
5 (ASPECT )
r2 = 0 .470 .
Tab le 5. Statistical analysis of rainfall pat
terns for Septembe r
1983 using Monachyle and Kirkton ground leve l r
a ingauges .
13 -
41
41
41
Struc ture % Data Co llection
41
•
Kirkton 100
Kirk ton low flow (see text)
41
Monachy le 93 .4
• Monachyle low flow 81 .6
•
Upper Monachyle 57 .3
41
Table 6 .
41
41
41 are be ing carried out in order to produce a new rating (see section
41
3 .2 .3). To do the current metering a bridge was constructed be tween
the wing walls , supporting crad les on which the current meters are
41 located . The bridge is able to be moved to the upstream ends of the
41 wing walls to carry out sediment clearance from the stilling pool .
41
During the 1983 summ er in low flow conditions it was discove red
41 that the recorder on the Kirkton low flow structure was not respond-
41 ing to stages of less than 159 mm . Th is was due to sediment accumula-
41
tion in the bottom o f the well , a float with too large a displacement
be ing used , and the tapp ing pipe slop ing upwards towards the well.
41 Me asurements in the we ll indica ted that the problem with the tapping
41 pipe resulted in a m inimum recordable stage of 97 mm . The left hand
41
bank stilling well was therefore abandoned in July 1984 and a new well
installed on the right hand bank . One of the parallel pa ir of fibre-
40 glass flumes was blocked o ff thus increasing the sensitiv ity of the
41 struc ture in low flow conditions and eliminating the right hand flume
41
wh ich was found to be de forming along its floor. An overlap with the
Crump weir has been maintained , though over a smaller range than
41 previously .
41
The Upper Monachy le structure was closed down for the 1983-441
41
41
41
- 14 -
w in te r because o f a dis tortion in 2 o f the b ase p late s . This part
o f the s tru cture w as s treng thened in April 1984 and there has been
no struc tura l prob lem s ince then .
Ice in all o f the stru c tu re s has been a prob lem during the
1984-5 w in te r . Ice bu ild up in the struc tu re s is Inev itable
during in ten se co ld spe lls but , s ince these are normally dry period s ,
m issing data can be replac ed by in te rpolation o f the recession curves .
A more se rious p ro blem a rise s when the stilling we lls free ze and do
no t th aw qu ick ly enough to re spond to subsequen t flow events .
The Upper Monachy le w e ir was c losed down from December to March
because bo th the we ll and the burn froze . S im ilarly bo th low flow
struc tures were inoperative fo r several weeks but the Crump we irs
were freed o f ice when possib le . In the we lls o f the Crump we irs
ice was regu larly form ing ,reach in g th ickne sses o f 5- 10 cm . Po lysty -
rene balls , pu t on the wa te r surface to pro v ide some insu lation ,
have proved to be of little use . It was fo und th at the ice cou ld
occas iona lly lift the floa ts by up to 184 mm ove rn ight and ma intain
th is fa lse read in g for a cons ide rab le perio d . A s a mean s of m in im is-
in g the we ll free zing p rob lem it is propo se d to install pre ssure
transduce rs housed in separate o il filled p ipes befo re the 1985/6
w in te r to supplement the flo at recorders th rough co ld spells .
3 .2 C alib ration Check s
In itia lly wate r leve l data from all the structures have been
processed to g ive flow va lues in mm depth over the catchmen ts
usin g theo re tic al stage-disc harge ratings . Two app ro aches have
been adopte d to check the valid ity o f these ratin gs . The first
is the dilution gauging techn ique . Th is can produce ve ry accurate
estima tes of flow in the right cond ition s but it is no t poss ib le
to keep the equ ipment and the operato r con tinuou sly on site to
cover a ll flow ranges . Wh ere spot read in gs by th is method have
revea led prob lem s then the more convention al curren t mete ring me th od
has been ado pte d to obta in coverage of the flow range as qu ickly as
possib le .
•
15 -
•
• 3 .2 .1 Upper Monachy le F la t-Vee Structu re
S ix d ilu tion gaug ings o f the upper Monachy le between O ctobe r
1983 and November 1984 showed good agreemen t w ith the theo re tical
rating over the low flow range but som e dev iation at h igher flows .
Su bsequent reassessmen t o f the high flow checks revealed some
unce rta inties in the measu rements . Th ese w ill be repe a ted as soon
as flow conditions perm it .
•
3 .2 .2 Monachyle Crump and Low Flow Flum e
So far on ly low flows have been checked by the dilu t ion me thod
on the C rump we ir . No sign ificant departu re from the theore tical
•
rating was detec ted in th is range . As ind icated in the 1983/84
report , analysis o f simultaneous stage re ad ings in the overlap
range be tween the C rump and the Flume usin g the th eore tica l ratings
revea led agreemen t w ith in 2% . Subjec t to the re sults o f h igher flow
d ilu tion gaugings , no imm edia te problem is apparent at th is s ite .
3 .2 .3 K irkton Crump We ir
Th e steepness o f the Kirk ton burn w ith its a lternatin g water-
fa lls and pools and re la tive ly h igh sedimen t loads posed prob lem s
at the s ite se lec tion an d struc ture design stages . The s ite chosen
was conside red to be the be st availab le but not ideal . Th eo retically
a Plynlimon type o f steep s tream critical depth flume wo u ld have been
the lo gical cho ice of stru ctu re but had to be ru le d out on gro unds o f
co st and the techn ical d ifficu lties in vo lved . Sim ilar c ons iderations
also ru led out a trapezo ida l flum e . Th is le ft the 7 m C rump as the
best com prom ise cho ice , w ith add itiona l low flow sensitivity be ing
prov ided by a paralle l pa ir o f small flumes down stream o f the main
struc ture .
Reserva tions about th e e ffects of the approach condition s and
the sedimen t loads lead to early dilu tion gaugin g checks on the41
theore tica l rating . Wh ilst the low flow range  sapp eared reaso nab le
(figure 5) , the observations we re found to depart sign if ican tly
at med ium to high flow s (figure 6) . Some marginal uncertain ty
surrounded these observations but the departure was serious
enough to warran t detailed investigation .
To this end a lightweight bridge was built across the
structure (sec tion 3 .1) and a programme o f current me tering
initia ted in November 1984 . The 25 meterings pe rformed so far
cover the stage range 86-554 mm but do no t yet ove rlap the h igher
dilu tion gauging points . Neverthe less they are in close agreemen t
with the dilu tion gauging values in the low flow range (figure 5)
and show a sim ilar departure trend from the theo retical at the
h igher stages (figure 6) . The "to tal head" values shown in the
figures are computed using the current me tering data to dete rmine
velocity head , combin ing this with the observed static head and
en tering the resu lting total head in the theo re tical discharge
expression .
It is c lear tha t a problem ex ists w ith this structure at h igh
flows . The departure be tween "total head" and theoretical indicates
that the app roach veloc ities are too high . Con tinuation o f the
current metering programm e to higher flows w ill reveal whether a
stable rating with useab le stage sensitivity can be de rived from it .
Concurren tly , the ex ten t to wh ich sedimen t build up in the app roach
is con tributing to the problem will be investigated . The possibil ity
of building a sediment trap upstream of the weir has a lready been
mooted . Jud icious design and sit ing of such a structure may provide
part of the answer to reduc ing the approach ve loc ities as well
as better bedload estimates .
3 .2 .4 Kirkton Low Flow Flume
- 16 -
The 7 m width required to contain high flows over the Crum p meant 41
that its sensitivity at very low flows would be poor . To provide
41
better estimates in this range a parallel pair of fib reg lass trapezo idal
flumes were installed down stream of the main struc ture . The mdd ificationsIO
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
AWS % Data Collection
II
Kirk ton High 95 .1
1-14
 Tu lloch Farm 95 .1
•
Lower Monachyle 99 .2
Upper Monachyle 95 .6
•
•
the upper we ir for use in assessing potential evapotransp iration
40 in the Upper Monachyle catchment and for snow melt stud ies . Th e
wind generator wh ich supplies power for th is site was replaced in
1984 by a more efficien t one .
•
•
METEOROLOG ICAL OBSERVAT IONS
4 .1 Automatic Weather Stations
- 17 -
carried out on these during 1984 have been described in sec tion 3 .1.
Dilution gauging checks on the revised configuration have ye t to be
done . Wh ilst the reduction to a single flume has reduced the over-
laps w ith the Crump , a use ful margin still ex ists to aid in cross-
check ing the ra tings .
1984 was ano ther successful year for data retrieval from the
4 au tomatic weather stations (AWS). The table below shows the
percentages o f poss ible data there were collected .
Table 7 .
The Upper Monachy le AWS was installed in December 1983 near to
Com parisons between the weather stations are continu ing and a
paper has been accepted for the Journal of Meteorology . (John son ,
,1985).
44
4
4
4
4
The amoun t o f sed imen t tran sporte d by the streams ou t o f bo th
SED IME NT Y IELDS
- 18 -
4 .2 Tulloch Farm Me teo ro log ica l Site
3 years  da ta have now been co llected from the Tulloch Farm
c lim ato lo gic al stat ion . Mon th ly values are summ arised in Figu re 7 .
catchments con tinue s to be mon itored as both su spended sed imen t 40
and bedlo ad . A lthough fina l ana ly ses w ill no t be done un til the 4
land uses in the ca tchmen ts chan ge and the flow data becomes ava ilable , II4
some in itia l an aly se s have been carr ied ou t .
4
The su spended sedimen t ana lyses for bo th catc hmen ts  are shown
in tab le 8 . Sam ple s are c lassified by season and ris in g o r fa lling
stage to give loga rithm ic re la tionsh ips o f sedimen t load aga inst
stream d ischa rge . As was ind ica ted last yea r th e K irk ton show s the
steepest g rad ien ts ind ica ting that the forested ca tchmen t  is  le ss
sed imen t supp ly lim ited than the he ather/grasslan d ca tc hment .
A nalys is o f ind iv idual flood even ts and mo re va lue s in the leas t
samp led se asons w ill c lar ify the d is tributio ns .
Bed load sampling has been concen trated on th e Kirk ton ca tchm en t
because o f the time lim its befo re fe lling . 108 sam ple s have been
taken and again these are c lassified by season and ris in g or fa llin g
stage . A ll sam ple s are be ing sieved to re late particle s ize d istribu -
tions to discharge in d iffe rent cond ition s .
A CASE stu den t based a t th e Un iversity of Stir ling has started
work on sedim en t p roduc tion an d tran sport w ith in the catchmen ts . Th is
w ill eventua lly link up w ith the work bein g done by IN a t the catchm en t
outfa lls and is a lso o f in te re st to the Fre shw ate r Fisheries labora to rie s
an d FRPB fo r the ir aqu a tic b iota studies .
•
•
•
•
•
•
r' Corre la tion Coe ffic ien t
S ign ifican ce - s ign if icanc e of corre lation coe fficien t on variation and numbe r of sam p les
• • •  - highly s ign ificant , 0 .1% of sam p les occur by chance
- 1% occ ur by ch an ce
- 5% oc cur by chan ce
Tab le 8 . Se aso na l re lation ships be tween sed imen t load s (Si and stream disc harge (Q )
using ; log S (gm/s) • A • B log Q  ( e / s )
S ITE STUD IES
6 .1 Fore st In te rcep tion
- 21
In add ition to the catchment sc ale data collec tion , a num be r
o f more deta iled s ite studie s a re in progress w ith in the catchmen ts .
Th e se dimen t produc tion study has been mentioned in section 5 and
the so il mo istu re studies under heath er and spruce are described in
the Process S tud ies Repor t . A lso in hand are a p lo t sca le study o f
in te rception in the Kirk ton and wo rk on direct measuremen t o f sn ow-
me lt .
The in te rception site in the K irk ton fo rest is s itua ted under
sitka spruce in the base o f the catchment where site aspec t has
little in fluence on prec ip itation .
Prec ip itation , th roughfall an d stem flow a re a ll measu red and
from these the perc en tage o f the inpu t evapo ra ted is ca lcula ted .
Tab le 9 summ a ries the da ta co llected . For e ach se t of read ings
the am oun t o f lo ss from the canopy can be re la ted to evapo rative
mechanisms occurring when th e canopy is we t or ho ld ing sn ow . The
basic categories o f fron ta l or showe ry types o f p rec ip ita tion a re
shown in tab le 9 to illus tra te that lo ss from fronta l prec ip ita tion
is much less than from showe ry precip itation . Read ings were taken
in 1984 on 98% o f the to tal prec ip ita tion and these showed th at
there w as a tota l evaporat ion loss o f 265 mm , 12 .4% o f the inpu t .
Th e variab ility of th ro ughfa ll is monito re d under a s ingle
tree on the s ite usin g sys tematically placed co llec to rs se t
rad ia lly at 1 m in te rvals from the stem to th e edge o f the canopy .
(F igu re 7) . The tab le inc ludes these measure men ts for com pa riso n
w ith the random ly placed bucket me thod used over the who le p lot .
Amoun ts unde r th e single tree are generally less bu t th is is
probably a resu lt o f the tree 's structure ra ther than a comm ent
on samp ling techn ique s . F igure 7 shows the pattern of th rough fall
unde r the tre e fo r the to ta l o f a ll re ad ings .
6 .2 Snow Me lt Stud ies
- 2 2-
An important part o f the Ba lquhidder study is the effec t
of snow accumulation . The presence of snow will affec t the
evapo transpira tion rates and hence the volume of flow . Its
presence will also affect the time distr ibution of the flow .
Snow me lt rates for hydrog raph mode lling purposes are usually
de rived from obse rvations of snow pack depletion or estimated
from meteorological data using some varian t of the "de gree-day "
me thod . Both approaches are possible in this case , w ith snow
accumulation and meteorological data availab le from the netwo rks .
In addition , however , attempts are being made to obtain
po int measuremen ts o f snow melt at selected po ints within the
catchmen ts using a  simple de sign of recording gauge  moun ted
under po rous plastic grass . These instrumen ts worked resonab ly
well during tria ls at Plyn limon but have been beset with prob lems
in the more extreme conditions at Balquh idder . Despite the use
o f a batte ry/w ind generator system to power small hea ters , the
tipping bucket mechan isms freeze up repeatedly .
A modified design wh ich dispenses w ith the tipping bucket
system is now unde r development .
FUTURE WORK
From the preced ing sections it can be seen that whilst the
bas ic data collection is proceeding well , much testing and analysis
remains to be done in the com ing year before these data can be
interpretated to give accurate water balances and stream flow
response characteristics for the catchments .
Calibration work on the high flow range of the K irk ton Crump
we ir is a part icular priority and curren t metering there will
proceed as quickly as flow conditions perm it . As th iS proceeds ,
the 'streng th of the case for modify ing the approach cond itions
- 23 -
by the insta llation of a sedimen t trap will be clarified .
Work will continue on the analysis of the precipitation
data , bu ild ing on the progress made in the past year in deve loping
time distribution me thods and identify ing patterns o f spatial
variability , to produce better methods of estimating area l inpu ts .
When clear fell ing o f the Kirkton forest starts in 1986 the
'she lter ' provided to the forest clear ing sites will progressive ly
disappear . Work has been initiated on testing the existing snow
gauges on more exposed sites to determ ine what modifications will
be necessary to the snow network there after . Th is w ill con tinue
in 1985 .
The prob lem o f ice formation in the structure stilling wells
is now fully recogn ised . Suitab ly sited and protec ted pressu re
transduce rs w ill be installed during 1985 in a b id to m inim ise the
winter data loss , at the Upper Monacyh le site in particular .
Studies of sediment loadings are produc ing sound comparative
relationships between the catchmen ts under their present cove rs .
Con tinuation of the data co llec tion th rough the planned felling
and planting operations w ill identify any resu lting changes .
These stud ies are producing valuable data which , when fully
analysed and interp reted , w ill provide a basis for assessing the
overall effec ts o f afforestation on hydrology in the Sco ttish
High land environmen t .
REFERENCES
Harrison , J .G . and Newson , M .D . 1978 . Ra ingauge design and siting
in the uplands : a sample comparison from Plyn limon , Camb ria ,
5 (2 ), 117-132 .
Johnson , R .C . 1985 . Mounta in and glen : climatic contrasts at
Balquh idder. J . Me teorol. (In Press).
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UPLAND AF FO RESTAT ION . PRO CESS ST UD IES 1984-1985
by
I .R . C alde r , R .L . Ha ll , R .J .Ha rd ing , P .T .W . R osier and I .R .W r ight
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41
INTRODUCT ION
40
In the past year fie ld studies o f inte rception and transp iration losses
40
from various up land vegetation type s have co ntinued . These studies have
41
inc luded : the interception o f snow , the effects o f forest th inning on
41
interception , the evapo ra tion o f intercepted water from grass and the
e ffort has gone into the measurement o f the interception o f snow and
measu rement o f so il mo isture beneath heather , grass and forest . A ma jor
40
the field programme o f this pro ject is nearing com pletion . In the
com ing year it w ill therefore be poss ib le to p lace a g reater emphas is
on the a ssessment o f the resu lts o f process stud ies in the w ider wate r 41
40
reso urce context .
is to be g iven at th is year 's Easter Schoo l at the University o f
No ttingham . The pape r presented to The Inst itute o f Bio logy g ives a
•
•
New stud ies env isaged fo r the future are the measurement o f the
interception cha racte ristics o f Larch , using the gamm a-ray a ttenuat ion 41/
techn ique , and a study o f the effec ts o f afforestation on low flow
events u sing simp le techniques sim ilar to those pioneered for the study 41
40
o f soil moisture . Th is second area wou ld be o f part icu lar inte rest to
the water supply industry beca use it is in low flow pe riods that the
e ffects o f a ffore sta tion on wate r yie ld are like ly to be most acute .
In the past year papers have been subm itted for pub lication on the
gamm a-ray technique app lied to rainfa ll inte rcept ion (Append ix I) and
on the inte rception charateristics o f heathe r (Append ix 2 ). In add ition 41
two pape rs have been p resented in Ed inburgh , one to The Institute o f
Bio logy the othe r to The British Hydro logica l Soc iety . A further paper 41
J A N
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Figu re 1
41 T he wa te r equ iva len t o f Snow and water  in  m i llime tres on the weighed
tree for the m onth s o f a ) January , b ) February and c ) March and the
41 beg in ning of April, in 1984 .
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comprehensive rev iew o f forest evapora tion s tudies and is reprinted in
Appe nd ix 3 . 41
SNOW INTERCEPT ION
The co llection o f data at the Queens Fo rest site has continued through 40
the w inte r season 1984/85 w ith the ope ration o f we ighed tree , ne t •
ra infa ll gauges and gamm a-ra y equipment . The freq uency o f snow events 40
this season has not been as great as 1983/84 but a number o E storm s ha s 40
been recorded , notab ly between 21 Janua ry and 28 January 1985 during 40
wh i c h  a maximum o f 28 ram wa ter equiva lent of s now was observed on the
forest canopy . 40
During the summer and autumn o f 1984 the gamm a-ray equipment was
updated w ith the resu lt that the stab ility a nd accuracy have been
improved sign ificant ly ; the measurement erro rs are now approaching
the ir theo retica l lim it o f 0 .1 mm o f canopy storage . We now ha ve a very 40
powerfu l tool to invest igate the interception processes occurring on a 40
variety o f forest canop ies.
F igu re 1 shows the wate r equ iva lent o f snow (a nd ra in ) on the weighed
tree for the m ain snow period in the 1983/84 w inte r: January , February , 40
Ma rch and the first part o f April. This figure show s a charcte ristic 41
patte rn o f accumu lation and loss , viz : 40
I . a period during which a large accumu latio n o f snow occurs on the
forest canopy , 4I
2 . a period in which there are only sma ll changes in the we ight o f snow 40
on the canopy , 40
3. a period w ith rap id loss from the canopy due to me lt , w ith 40
• 7
6
mm
• 5
4
• 3
WATER EQUIVALENT OF
SNOW ON TREE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
subsequent dra inage , and evapora tion . 41
This pattern is the resu lt of the passage of successive depressions in 41
a weste rly air stream w ith their assoc iated fronts ; viz , the arrival o f 41
snow on a co ld front , sub -zero temperatures fo llow ing the front and , 41
fina lly , the a rriva l o f warm a ir . Evapo ra tion rates o f between 0 .2 and 41
410 .5 mm hr are o bse rved in both the co ld air fo llowing the in it ia l
sto rm and in the rap id lo ss pe riod . 41
41
Figu re 2 shows an examp le o f two storms from December 1984  wh i c h 41
illustrate further the characteristic pattern described above . T he 41
to ta l evapora tive losses from these sto rm s were 9 .3 mm (69% o E 41
precip itation ) from storm 1 and 7 .1 mm (40% o f precipitation ) from 41
sto rm 2 : had these storms been composed wholly o f rain it is like ly 41
that the interception losses wou ld have been sma ller . (Assum ing an 41
interception ratio o f 35% the evapo ra tio n would have been 4 .7 mm and 41
6 .2 mm respective ly .) 41
41
The similarity o f many o f the snow events shou ld make the mode lling o f 41
the long-term water losse s from a snow covered forest co nsiderably 41
easier . The first a ttem pt at modelling u sing a mod ified Penman-Monte ith 41
formu lation is g iving encourag ing resu lts . 41
41
SO IL MOISTURE 41
41
The so il mo isture obse rva tions have continued at the Crinan cana l and 41
Ba lquh idder sites ; the da ta from 1984 w ill piove to be extreme ly 41
va luab le , w ith the d ry period from April to Se ptember leading to the 41
deve lopment o f large de fic its , particu la rly be neath the fo rest . 41
41
41
41
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Figure 3 .
Obse rved so il-m oisture deficits , measured with a neutron probe , beneath
g ra ss , heather and forest at Ba lquh idder from Apri l to Sep tem be r 1984 .
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TABLE 2
1983
MAX IMUM S .M .D . (MM )
1984
ID
ID SI TE ANDTUBE NO.
ID
•
Kirkton
•
0 1-07 75 95
• Hirkton
• 08- 10 125
•
•
Monachyle
•
0 1- 06 72 65
• Monachy le
07- 12 78
•
• MAXIMUM  LENGTH OF  SUMME R S .M .D . (>20mm )  DAYS
• 19 83 1984
•
KIrkton
•
0 1-07 100 165
•
• Kirkton
• 0 8- 10 150
•
Monachy le
•
0 1- 06 85 150
•
• Monachyle
• 07-12 165
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In last year 's report (Ca lder et a l 1984 ) an ana lysis o f the C rinan
cana l soil moisture obse rva tions was prese nted which showed that a
simp le eva po ration mode l fitted the obse rvations ve ry we ll . The best
fits were obta ined using interception ra tios for forest and heather o f
40% and 20% respective ly and ratios o f actual to potentia l evapo ration
o f 90% a nd 50% . W ith the he lp o f the British Waterways Boa rd the
obse rvations a t C rinan have co ntinued with an emphasis on the study o f
the so il moistu re reg ime beneath a p lan ta tion o f young Sitka spruce .
The ne twork o f access tube s at Crinan has been correspond ing ly modified
w ith a n expa nsion o f the fo rest p lantation site and the abandonment o f
one o f the heathe r sites .
At Ba lquh idde r the so il mo isture study has been expanded w ith the
add ition o f a second forest site and a site on rough grass land in the
lower Monachy le (see Tab le 1 for s ite deta ils ). There are now two years
o f obse rvations from the o rig ina l g roup o f Balq uh idde r access tubes and
one year from those insta lled more recent ly. While the da ta se ts are
not ye t long enough to a llow com prehensive mode lling , the resu lts shown
in Figure 3 indicate tha t defic its beneath the forest are g reater than
those benea th either grass or heather . Th is is emphas ised in Table 2
which shows the maxim ium d efic its and the leng ths o f the de ficit
period s under the various vegetation type s .
THE EFFECT OF FOREST THINN ING ON INTERCEPT ION LOSS
An oppo rtunity a rose in spring 1984 to investigate the e ffect o f
routine forest thinning on inte rception loss at Plyn limon . The site was
line thinned by one th ird in February and early March 1984 and
subsequently the two p lastic-sheet net-ra infall gauges have been
41
-6-5
rep laced together w ith the forest tower and two weather stations . The
• details o f this expe riment and a pre lim ina ry ana lysis o f the data are
• presented in Append ix 4 and a brief d iscussion o f the conc lusions is
• given be low .
• Fo rest thinn ing would be expected :
41 I. to increase the free th roughfa ll com ponent ,
• 2 . to increase the surface roughne ss and the penetration o f the
410 turbulence through the cano py .
• The e ffects o f I w ill be to decrease the to tal interception loss while
• 2 will cause it to increase . A t Plynlimon the mean interception loss in
41 the last year (post-th inning ) has been 40% . This is w ithin the
• year-to-year variability o E the pre-thinned va lue and imp lies that the-
ID two e ffects are mutua lly com pensating . Ana lysis o f the daily
41 interception values shows that for sma ll sto rm s the losses are
• decreased by 25% (as would be expected w ith an increase in the free
• th roughfa ll com ponent ) but the average interception loss on days w ith
• high rain fall ha s increased from 6 mm to 7 .5 mm . It is planned to
• monitor this site for a Eurther two years until the canopy is c lo sed .
41
41 INTERCEPT ION FROM GRASSLAND
•
• Pre liminary fieldwork has commenced a t Wa llingford using the
• wet-surface weigh ing lysime ter system to compare evaporation rate s from
wet grass w ith the Penman po tentia l evapo ration rate. At present there
• are insu fficient data to make possible a meaning ful comparison .
41
•
•
40
SEASONA L MODELLING
To p lace the resu lts o f the process stud ies in the ir p roper
c limato logica l and hyd ro logica l context it wi ll be nece ssa ry to deve lop
simp le mode ls which desc ribe the evaporation from d ifferent vegetaion
types accurate ly but which requ ire a m in imum o f observations (probab ly
on ly da ily or month ly observations w ill be ava ilab le w ith su fficient
tem po ra l and spatial cov erage ). As mode ls are simplified their
empirica l content becomes greater and it becomes increasing ly necessary
to ca librate the mode ls against observations o r aga inst the pred ictions
o f more com plex mode ls . The wo rk o f Ca lder and Newson (1979 ) was an
early attem pt a t a simp le mode l and a lthough th is mode l was successful
it co uld make no estima te of either the seaso na l distribution or
year-to-yea r variability of the e ffects of a fforestation on evapo ra tion
losse s .
To inc lude seasona l variability a daily intercept ion mode l has been
deve loped which assumes that :
'. in sma ll storms o f less than 2 mm the canopy is  no t  comp le te ly
sa tura ted and the total evaporation from the storm equa ls the rain fa ll ,
2 . fo r large rain events the canopy is wet fo r the entire day and the
to ta l evaporation w ill a pproach a maximum va lue co nstra ined by average
atmospheric demand .
The equation ,
I = K (1 - exp l -0 (R-S )1) + S
where R is the daily ra infall, S is the expe rimenta lly determined
••
• 0 4 8 12 16 2 0 2 4 2 8 3 2
• D a i l y R a i nf a l l (mm)
41
41
41
•
Figu re 4 .
Daily interception loss plotted against da ily ra infall at C rinan for
•
1979/80 . A lso shown is the curve fitted to the d ata using a simp le
da ily interception mod e l.
•
•
•
•
ID
ID
-8- 41
sto rage capacity and K is a n optimised parameter , em bodies these two 41
assum ptions . A least square s techn ique was used to fit this equation to 41
the daily va lues o f ra in fa ll and intercept ion loss wh ich are p lo tted in 41
Figure 4 together w ith the fitted line . A lthough the scatter about the 41
fitted line is large the model does repre sent the ave rage interception 41
obse rvations very we ll. The mode l ha s been fitted to the C rinan and 41
P lyn limon interception data and it is p lanned to app ly the technique to 41
heathe r and further forest inte rcept ion data . T he mode l has a lready 41
shown itse lf use fu l in h igh lighting the d ifferences between the thinned 41
and unthinned forest and when te sted in a soil m o istu re mode l against 41
the fo rest soil moisture observations from Crinan it prod uced a 10% 41
improvement in the mod e l fit over the mode l with a constant 41
in te rception ratio (17 .7mm aga inst 19 .4mm , see Calder et a l, 1983 for 41
de ta ils o f this error ca lcu lation ). 41
41
41
A PRELIMINARY INVEST IGAT ION INTO THE RELAT IONSH IP BETWEEN LOW STREAM 41
FLOW A ND SO IL MO IST UR E DEF IC IT (SMD ) 41
41
To e stablish the form o f re lationship betw een low stream flows and SM D 41
use has been m ade o f record s o f daily ra infall and flows from the Wye 41
(rough pastu re ) and Severn (62% a ffo rested ) ca tchmen ts at Plyn limon for 41
the years 1972 to 1979 . The da ily rainfa ll has been used in a daily 41
accounting SMD mode l (see Calder et a l 1983 and Ca lder et a l 1984 ) 41
which inc luded evapo ration mod e ls for gra ss , the sim p le layer mode l 41
desc ribed in Calder et a l (198 3), and for fore st , that described in 41
Ca lder e t a l (1984 ). T he SMD mode l gene rates a time series of daily 41
pred icted SMD va lues and these have been p lotted for deficits g reater 41
than 10 mm aga inst flow fo r each year for both catchments . An examp le 41
41
41
41
40
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40 o f such a graph is g iven in Figu re 5 wh ich shows SMD ve rsus flow for
41 the Seve rn catchment in 1978 .
41
41 Figu re 6 shows a summ ary o f the resu lts for the readily ava ilab le data
• (1972 1979 ) for the Severn catchment ; the curves were obta ined by
• jo ining points on g raphs such as the examp le shown in Figure 5 . Figu re
41 7 is a summary g raph o f the Wye catchment resu lts over the same period .
• A consistent form o f re lationsh ip is seen for both catchments w ith the
41 flow approaching a m inimum va lue usua lly o f about 0 .5 mm day a t a
• predicted deficit which ranges from 22 mm to 55 mm for the Wye a nd from
41 22 mm to 70 mm for the Severn . The greate r variability among the Seve rn
• resu lts is mostly associated w ith the atyp ica l d rought years of 1975
41 and 1976 . There are a lso more curves on Figure 6 than Figure 7 show ing.
• that for fore st there were more occasions w hen the pred ic ted defic it
• exceeded 10 mm than the re were for g rass . Apart from the se d iffe rence
• the two sets o f curves are very s imilar .
•
• This pre liminary study has shown that a consistent re lationsh ip does
• exist between low flow and SM D . It remains for future work to determine
• its functiona l form and , through exam in ing data from o the r up land
• ca tchments , to establish its generality .
•
• FUTURE WORK
.41
• 1985/86
41
• In sum mer 1985 it is planned to d ismant le the snow interception site .
• The so il m oisture and tree-thinning expe riments are by their nature
• long term and w ill continue at a low leve l in the coming year . The wo rk
41
41
3.
7
> 4  2 .
0 .
0 . 20. 40. GO.
SOIL MOISTURE DEFICIT ( mm
F igure 5 .
Measured stream flow p lo tted against pred ic ted SMD for defic its g reate r
than 10 mm for the Sev ern catchment in 1978 .
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41
on the interception o E rough g rass land w ill continue and probab ly be
41
expanded w ith the movement o f the eq uipm ent to an upland site .
• I
41 i
The re will be an increase in e ffo rt in the mode lling o f evapo ration
41 1
from upland vegetation in Scot land . T he daily interception mode l will
41  I
be deve loped and tested further and a mode l co nta ining bo th
41 1
interception and transp ira tion com ponen ts w ill be app lied to data sets
41  I
from representative sites in Scot land and Wa les to prov ide est imates o f
41  1
the average seasona l d istribution of losses and their year-to -year
• 1
variability .
•
•
1986/87
• 1
• I
I. Larch
41  
The com pletion o f the snow inte rception measurements w ill re lease
1
41  
equipment and man-power to investigate the water balance , and in
I
41 i
particu lar the interception losse s , from Larch . It is propo sed to use
41  
the gamm a -ray ea uipment in con junction w ith plast ic-sheet ne t-ra infa ll
1
41  
gauges , a utomatic weather stations and possibly soil mo isture
1
• 1
observations .
•
41
The work cou ld commence in spring 1986 and w ith the he lp o f the
41
Fo restry Comm ission a start has been made to find a su itab le s ite . One
41
problem is that it has been fore stry practice to plant Larch in sma ll
41 blocks w ith in forests of other spec ies . The edge effec ts assoc iated
41
w ith the se b locks w ill a ffect both the h um idity structure and the
41
penetration o f the turbu lence through the open canopy of the Larch . It
41
will be nece ssary to find an a rea o f Larch plantation la rge enough for  I
41
these e ffects to be considered neg ligible .
2 . Low f lows .
We a re now in a position to ca lcu late the seasona l evaporative losses
from forest and heather . The d ifferences in the losses w ill a ffec t the
flows in d ry periods but in a way wh ich is dependent upon catchment
characte rist ics . Up land catchments , however , exhibit a deg ree o f
unifo rm ity in soil type , wh ich is o ften peat-based , and the under lying
rock strata which are o ften impervious . It is therefore expected that
it w ill be possib le to identify the ma jor effects of land -use change on
low flows w ith a re lative ly simple a na lysis.
The pre lim inary study described above has shown the ex isten ce o f a
re lationsh ip between flow and SMD in d ry periods and there fore it ought
to be po ssible to re late the e ffects o f a fforestation to low flow s
th rough SMD 's which are re lative ly easily calculated . The re are ,
however , a t present a num ber o f unexp la ined aspe cts which w ith furthe r
study a re like ly to prov ide insight into the mechanisms contro lling low
flow s . It is there fore proposed to extend the study in two areas :
first , a more detailed ana lysis o f the re lationship be tween low flow
and SM D using existing catchment data and second , an investigation into
which reg ions w ith in a catchment supp ly the stream f low in d ry periods .
The use of natura lly occu rring chem ica l tracers and monitoring of the
water pH are techn iques which may be applicable in this second area o f
study . Funding in the first instance is sought for o ne year to comp lete
the ana lysis o f catchment data and to pe r form a feasibility study o f
the mea su ring technique s .
•
ID
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APPENDIX 1
Th is appendix is the first draft of a paper which ha s been accepted for
pub lication in Water Resources Research.
GAMMA -RAY ATTENUATION STUDIES OF THE RAINFALL INTERCEPTION CHARACTERISTICS OF
ABSTRACT
SITKA SPRUCE
I.R. Calder and I.R. Wright
Various forest canopy characteristics of stands of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis 4,
(Bong.) Carr.), including canopy density, the aerodynamic resistance and the
rates of change of drainage and evaporation with respect to canopy storage, were 4,
investigated using direct measurements of canopy mass and water storage. The ID
measurements, made at sites located in Wales and Scotland, utilized the ID
attenuation of a horizontal beam of gamma rays which was arranged to scan through .
the canopy at different levels. The drainage rate,D, of intercepted water was
well fitted by the equation:
D = 0.013 ( e 1.71 - 1 ) mm h -1
where C is the amount of water stored on the canopy (mm). The aerodynamic
resistance to a reference level 5 metres above mean tree height was found to be
-1consistent with a value of 3.5 s m • These results are shown to be
generally in good agreement with those obtained from previous interception
stud ies. The aerodynamic resistance value is however lower, and shows less wind
speed dependence, than would be expected from conventional formulae which are
based on eddy diffusion theory and tree height. The possibility of explaining
thise discrepances in terms of an additional transport mechanism involving large
scale eddies is discussed.
•
5 The importance of rainfall interception from forests as a significant component of
0 the hydrological cycle, is now  well  accepted CLaw 1956, Calder 1979, einns 19803.
4, Many studies have been reported [e.g. Rutter 1963, Leyton et al. 1967,
0 Stewart and Thom 1973 , Rutter et al. 197 5, Calder 1976, Singh and Szeicz 19793 and
a number of models have been suggested which can perhaps be categorised in terms of
0 either research [Rutter et al. 1971, Calder 1977, Massman 19833 or practical models
•
[Calder and Newson 1979,1980, Gash 19793 for calculating interception losses. The
•
present study is concerned with developing further the research models,
0 particularly those of the Rutter type which use the Penman-Monteith equation for
0 estimating the evaporation rate from the wet canopy. These models are described by
0 the following equations (see Notation):
dC
-1
dt
D - 0 mm h (1)
• where D = K (e bC -1) (the drainage function) (2)
410
and Q = (1-O R - for C > S (3)
41
PM C
= (1-O R - E - for C < S
W S
(4)
• where C = canopy storage, mm
ID EP = Penman-Monteith estimate of the evaporat ion from a
•
wet surface (rs= 0), mm h -1
•
S = canopy storage capacity, mm.
•
and R = rainfall rate, mm h
Unfortunately although these models can be quite successful in predicting
interception losses under average meteorological conditions Csee e.g.
Calder 1977, Gash et al. 19803 doubts still remain concerning their operation
•
under extremes. These doubts can be attributed to the following considerations.
1) The functional form of the model p aaaaa ters is not very well known; in
particular the relationships between the following are poorly understood:
(a) the canopy drainage rates and the amount of water stored on the canopy,
(b) the canopy drainage rates and windspeed,
Cc)  the aerodynamic resistance to the transport  of  water  vapour  from the
%.,egetative surface to the atmosphere, ra , and windspeed
and (d) the evaporation rate and canopy storage.
2) The exact values of the individual parameters, when derived using optim isation
techniques which fit time sequences of predicted net rainfall intensity
( pR ) to observed net rainfall, cannot be un iquely determined because of
interdependence between the model parameters [Calder 1977].
3) Most experimental methods for measu ring interception losses are liable to
large errors at high w ind speeds because of the errors involved in the
measurement of the precipitat ion input to the top of the canopy .
4) when precipitation is in the form of snow the error in the measurement of the
precipitation input is likely to be particu larly pronounced. Also little is known
about the process of interception in these circum stances.
Conventional methods for measuring interception loss which rely on comparisons
between measured values of precipitation above and below the canopy, when  used  on
their own, are not sufficiently accurate to resolve these problems. However when
these methods are used in conjunction with an independent method for determ ining
either the canopy storage or the evaporation rate, much greater progress is
Possible. From measurements of the change in weight of wet shoots Rutter 0 966)
was able to independently measure evaporation rates in wet conditions. Similarly
ID
•
Hancock and Crowther C1979) used displacement transducers to measure the change
•
in weight of wet branches, and Harding and Rosier C19837 adapted a method
•
developed by Roberts C19773 using load cells to measure the changes in weight of
40 cut trees. To a greater or lesser extent each of these methods is subject to the
limitations imposed by sampling size and spatial representivit y. In princiPle at
least, this limitation can be reduced using a gamma—ray attenuation method for
determining canopy densities from which canopy storage and evaporation rates canID
be inferred.
40
Experimental— method
The gamma—ray attenuation system was based on an original design by the Applied
Physics department of Strathclyde University C Olszyczka 1979]. In the original
system a collimated beam of 660 keV gamma rays, emitted by a 200 millicurie
Caesium 137 radioactive source, was arranged to traverse a horizontal distance of
ID
tens of meters through the forest canopy before striking a detector, comprising a
0.3 square meter plastic scintillator attached to a photomultiplier. The So u rce
ID
and detector, suspended from towers, were manually winched up and down to allow
the beam to scan different levels in the canopy.
411
Subsequent developments have improved the stability of the aetector and increased
the data acquisition rate by automating the system and bringing the positioning
ID of the source and detector under computer control. The computer also monitors,
and can be configured to Cont ro l, the temperature of the photomultiplier housing
on the detector, measures the count rate of the pulses from the scintillation
IS counter, applies an a pO ro p riate dead t im e correction to the rate and calculates
ID the mass per unit  aria  (M) of material in the beam from solution of the
• attenuation equation (see Notation):
ID
ID
[Hubbell 1969].
Experimental Errors
1 ( n - nb)
M = - log
na - nb
kg ex  - 2
where m, the attenuation coe fficient for water, is 0.008564 m 2 kg -1
is controlled at a constant temperature and the system is standardised by
(5)
In addition the computer interrogates an automatic weather station
[Strangeways 1972] to obtain standard meteorological information (solar and net
radiation, air teperature and humidity, wind speed and direction) together with
gross rainfall recorded with a 0.1 mm resolution tipping bucket and  net  rainfall
measured with a 0.025 mm resolution plastic-sheet net-rainfall gauge
[Calder and Rosier 1976]. The computer also pre-processes and performs online
calculations of canopy density, drainage rates and estimates of evaporation
calculated from the Penman-Monteith equation [Monteith 1965]. A schemat ic d iag ram
of the present system is shown in figure 1.
•
The resolution and accu racy of the gamma— ray attenuat ion method for dens ity
determ inat ions has been d iscussed by Clayton and Cameron C1966]. They class ified 41/
•
the errors associated w ith the method into statistical random counting er ro r s,
proportional errors, for example errors due to changes in detector efficiency and 41
•
zero errors caused by zero drift in amplifiers and analysers. For the present
system zero errors are insignificant compared with proportional and random
counting errors. Proportional errors in the count rate, when the detector housing 41
•
reference to count rates in air, are reduced to less than 1%, giving a typical
relative error in the density determination of 1% (see Appendix). The relative
random counting error with a 20 second counting time was 0.3% which increased the
•
•
•
•
•
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total relative error in the density determination to 1.1%. This represents an
absolute density error at one scan level of typically  0 . 03  kg m  - 3  . If the
errors at each  level are assumed to be uncorrelated, the error in the measurement
of the total mass per unit ground area will then be approximately 0.1 kg m -2
giving an error in the measurement of intercepted water of 0.1 mm depth .
Similar calculations can also be performed to calculate the sensitivity and
accuracy of the method during conditions when snow .is held on the canopy.
Measurements of the maximum change in weight of a severed tree during snowfall
[Harding and Rosier 1983] indicated depths of snow equivalent to 20 mm of water
per unit ground area. W ith th is depth of snow the total relative density error
would be 0.7% which wou ld result in an error in the measurement equivalent to a
0.18 mm depth of water.
The resolution, accuracy and genera l integ rity of the system were also
invest igated experimenta lly at the Hafren site by carrying out a ca libration
experiment. This involved placing p lywood sheets normal to the standard "air
count" beam positioned at a height of 2 meters above the ground surface and mid
way between the source and detector. Each sheet had dimensions o f 2.44 by 1.22 by
.01 meters and a mean weight per un it area of 5 kg m -2 . The experiment
simulated in all respects the normal operation of the system except that the
position of the source and detector were held fixed. The reference count rate
with only air in the beam was initially obtained, then, without moving either the
source or the detector, the number of sheets in the beam was increased and the
new attenuated count rates recorded. The sheets were then removed, the "air
count" rate remeasured  and the mass per unit area of the sheets calculated with
the operational computer analysis program which is based on the conventional
attenUation equation (5). Figure 2. shows the results of this procedure which was
carried out twice on each of two separate occasions. The calibration was found to
0
0 0 20 30 40
Man Der u n it ar ea no rm al tO t he beam (kg m - 2 )
Figure 2. Gamma—ray determination (ti = 0.008564 m 2 kg —1) of the mass per unit
area normal to the beam of plywood sheets plotted against gravimetric values.
ID
TABLE 1. Forest site characteristics.
II
II
Hafren Forest Site Queen's Forest Site II
4,
40
40
40
40
40
41
40
REsuiii
CANOPY DENSITY PROFILES
Density profiles of dry forest, measured at one meter height intervals, are shown
for both sites in figure 3. At the Hafren site the beam did not intersect any
tree trunks so the density profile relates only to the branches and leaves in the
canopy and a peak in the profile is observed at the level where the closure of
the live canopy occurs. At the Queens forest site the beam intersected both the
canopy and three tree trunks and the presence of the trunks accounts for the
410 gradual decrease in density with height; the total density of canopy and trunks
per unit area was 26.6 kg m -2 . (The measured trunk density is not however
representative of the forest as a whole as the proportion of tree trunks to
horizontal beam area is less than that for the rest of the forest; at chest
11 height the ratio of cross sectional trunk area to ground area is 0.0019 in the
• beam as compared with 0.0052 for the surrounding forest).
•
41 At the Hafren site the total mass per unit ground area of the canopy was found to
11 be 8.0 kg m -2. The measurements were obtained over the winter period from
411 December to April, a period during which needLe drop would have greatly exceeded
new, growth and the annual cycle of canopy density would have been expected to be
41 close to the minimum. The measured canopy density value is therefore probably not
• inconsistent with the higher mean value of 11.0 kg m "2 obtained by staff of the
• Macaulay Institute, Aberdeen [reported by Olszycka 1979] who used harvesting
41 techniques in six different closed canopy stands of Sitka spruce.
•
WET CANOPY OBSERVATIONS
Changes in the total mass per unit ground area of the canopy, recorded during a
• typical storm event, at the Hafren site, are shown in figure 4. Consistent
tincreases in the total mass of the wet canoPy are  recorded following the onset of
be stable, reproducible and linear; • regression analysis indicated a value of
0.00859 • 2 kg -1 for the attenuation coefficient of the plywood sheets. The ID
attenuation coefficient of cellulose, tho principal constituent of wood, is known 0
to be 32 less Csee Hubbell 19693 than that of water so the experimentally 41
determined coefficient is perhaps one or two percent higher than expected but is 0
within the error introduced by the uncertainty in the weight, the exact chemical 0
composition and the spatial variation in density of the sheets.
To investigate the possibility of the calibration being sensitive to the position
of the sheets in the beam, which would be expected if the primary beam contained
a significant number of secondaries scattered from the vegetation or the ground,
the sheets were also inserted at intermediate positions, both closer to and
further away from the source but no significant differences in calibration were
found.
In all subsequent analysis the attenuation coefficient for water
(0.008564 m 2 kg -1) was used; a small systematic error of 1-2% will therefore be
introduced into the calculation of dry canopy densities for which no correction
has been made.
DESCRIPT ION OF SITES
located in the Hafren forest in Mid Wales, the second in the Queens forest near
Aviemore in Scotland. At both sites the trees were mature sitka spruce, of a
similar age, tree density and height.
At the Hafren forest site the beam was directed mid way between and parallel to
•
•
•
411
•
The results presented here were obtained at two experimental sites; the first was 4,
the original lines of  tree  planting. This arrangement had the advantage that beam 411
••
• alignment could easily be set up and checked but had the disadvantage that the
• portion of the forest canopy scanned by the beam, which lay mid way between the
• tops of the trees, may have been unrepresentative of the canopy as a whole. A
• further disadvantage, which later became apparent, was that at high windspeeds,
• not only was random "noise" introduced into the canopy density measurements as
• tree branches swayed within the beam but a systematic increase was observed as
40 the tree tops were displaced into the beam. At the Queens forest site the beam
•
was arranged to intersect both the canopy and the trunks of the trees which
0 ensured a more representative canopy sample. As was expected, errors in the
•
measurement of canopy density were much reduced with this system.
•
0 Further details of site characteristics are given in Table 1.
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40
rainfall. These increases, on subtraction of the dry canopy mass per unit ground 0
area (26.6 kg m -2 ), represent the storage of water on the canopy, which can be 0
expressed more conveniently as a depth of water (mm). Figure 4 also shows that
40
when the canopy storage is in excess of a value of about 2.0 mm, significant net
40
rainfall occurs; this canopy storage value represents what is often
(rather crudely) termed the canopy capacity. A more exact description of the
canopy drainage characteristics can be given in terms of a canopy drainage
function (see below).
rainfall rates minus the rate of change of canopy storage. The cumulative value
of the measured evaporation,EM , together with that predicted by the
PM -1Penman-Monteith equation, Ew , (using a value of ra = 3.5 s m ) is also shown
in figure 4. Both the measured and predicted values demonstrate similar trends,
Solution of the water balance equation allows evaporation rates from the canopy
to be calculated from the difference between the measured rainfall and net
40
with higher evaporation rates during the early part of the event, reducing to
40lower rates later. The absolute magnitude of the predicted and measured
evaporation rates are 0.28 and 0.38 mm h-1 respectively for the first two hours
and 0.18 and 0.07 mm h -1 respectively for the remaining six hours.
•CANOPY DRAINAGE FUNCTION
Six different events have been recorded in which significant drainage occurred
40
and the relationship between drainage rate and canopy storage, for these events
40is shown in figure 5. The trends demonstrated by each of the events recorded at
41both the Hafren and Queens forest sites are similar with drainage rates rapidly
increasing with increasing canopy storage when the "canopy capacity" value
(2.0 'mm) is exceeded. Also shown for comparison in figure 5 are the two optimised
drainage functions which were previously derived by Calder C1977] by fitting the
predicted net rainfall intensity from an interception model to that measured by
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plastic-sheet net-raingauges at another site within the Hafren forest
(predominantly Norway spruce with 10 X Sitka spruce). These functions are given 0
by:
0 = 0.018 e 1'71 C
and 0 = 0.21 C
or D = 3.2 C - 5.6
using the Rutter model  C  Rutter et al. 1971 3,
mm h-1
ram h-1
Even if the possibility of real site differences is discounted the agreement
between the optimised functions and those derived by the gamma ray attenuation 0
method, which involves an independent measurement of canopy storage, is good.
ID
However, of the two drainage functions the Rutter formulation appears best able
ID
to describe the trend exhibited  by  the data points. Fitting a modified form of
the Rutter function to these data points by a least squares technique gives the
following equation. (The modification ensures that no drainage is predicted when
canopy storage, C, is zero).
71 C  1D = 0.013 ( e 1. mm h -1
EVAPORATION FROM PARTIALLY WET CANOPIES
for C < 1.9 mm
for C > 1.9 mm
using the threshold model C Calder 1977 3.
The description of the evaporation process for conditions when vegetation is only
partially wetted has not yet been adequately achieved. Many of the
simplifications which allow the evaporation from either totally dry or totally
wet vegetation to be modelled as a one dimensional process occurring from a flat
surfåce are not valid in the partially wet situation. From visual obervations
alone it is clear that drying takes place first at the top before moving down
through the canopy. In these conditions both the mass transfers and the radiant
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
(9) •
•
•
•
•
and convective energy exchanges  t hrough  the different levels of the canopy
should, ideally, be taken into account. The situation is further complicated in
that transpiration and the evaporation of intercepted water can take place
concurrently during partially wet conditions.
Fortunately for practical purposes an exact description is not essential as the
41
calculated interception losses for a storm event are insensitive to the predicted
41 partially-wet evaporation rate except when rain occurs before the canopy has
41
completely dried. The description of the drainage function is more critical as
41 this governs how much water is left on the canopy following precipitation, which
41 is then available for evaporation.
41
41 The description of evaporation from a partially wet canopy is nevertheless of
41 great interest from a theoretical standpoint and has engaged the attention of
41° many researchers, see for example Shuttleworth C1976,19777, Monteith 0 9773,
41 Massman [1980], Sellers and Lochwood C1981], Hancock et al. 0 983).
41
40 The gamma-ray attenuation method is capable of providing new insights into the
40 interception process. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the measured to pred icted
41 evaporation rates, EM/E74 , in re lation to canopy storage. The measu red
• evaporation rates were calculated over time periods sufficient to reduce the
40 proportional error to an acceptable value; these periods ranged from 1.5 to 7.5
40 hours. The ratio of EM/E:M
41 storage which are less than 2 mm; above this value the observations are
PM• consistent with an E /Ew ratio of unity . The turning point storage value of
• about 2 mm is close to the "canopy capacity" value at which drainage rates start
41, to become significant (see figure 5). Figure 6 also shows that for canopy storage
• less than the capacity value the ratio EM/EPMw  is less than that predicted by the
• linear relationship with canopy storage that was assumed by Rutter et al. [1971],
•
•
•
•
reduces with decreasing canopy storage for values of
Figure 6. Measured evaporation rate, EM, divided by calculated evaporation,E:M •
( r
a
= 3.5 s m -1 ), plotted against canopy storage.
040
•
equation (4). Application of the Rutter assumption would therefore tend to
•
underestimate the drying time for the lower levels of the canopy. More recent
•
•
•
•
results from the gamma ray system which were obtained in conjunction with
profiles of humidity and temperature allow a more detailed study of the process
which will be discussed at greater length in a later paper.
DEPENDENCE OF DRAINAGE PARAMETERS ON WINDSPEED
The range of mean windspeeds recorded during operation of the gamma—ray system
was from 1.5 to 8.0 m s —1 . Different symbols identify the windspeed ranges
0 . associated w ith the canopy drainage rates versus canopy storage points shown in
figure 5. There is no indication from these results that drainage rates areID
significantly influenced by windspeed. Although considerable scatter e x ist s in
the relationship between drainage rate and canopy storage, much of it can beID
explained in terms of uncertainty in the measurement of the wet canopy mass per
unit ground area which will be typically of the order of 0.1 mm depth of water
ID
equivalent and also in the dry canopy determination which will be of a similar
magnitude. Few actual observations of the effects of windspeed on water retention
411
by canopies have been presented other than in the present study and in the work
of Perttu et al. [19803 who also repo rted only a weak dependence of drainage
ID
rates on windspeed. Clearly the modelling of forest interception losses is much
simplified if windspeed dependence can be discounted.
•
41
DEPENDENCE OF AERODYNAMIC RESISTANCE ON WINDSPEED
Conventional eddy diffusion theory [see Monteith and Szeicz 1962] indicates that
the aerodynamic resistance for momentum, heat or vapour transport from vegetation
to a reference height z can be obtained (when the corrections for excess
•
/, resistance and stability have been applied [see Thom 1972, Stewart and
•
Thom 19733) from''fbe equation: e• I
ID • -
points is correlated with windspeed.
where an inverse relationship between aerodynamic resistance and windspeed, u,
applies. Rutter et al. C1975) assumed that for wet forests the corrections for
excess resistance and stability were mutually compensating and suggested that
aerodynamic resistance (to heat and vapour transport) could be calculated from
the above equation with the roughness length,  10 ,and the zero Plane
displacement, d, estimated from mean tree height, h, ie:
z o  = 0.10 h (11)
d = 0.75 h (12)
For the Hafren site, where the majority of the results were obtained, h was 13 m
and z, the height at which windspeed was measured, was 18 m. For u = 3.75 m s -1 ,
the mean windspeed recorded during saturated conditions for the periods shown in
figure 6, the calculated aerodynamic resistance (equation 10) is 5.6 s m -1 .
Clearly application of this formula would result in much lower values of E:M and
higher EM/EP ratios which are generally more divergent from unity than those
shown in figure 6 (where ra = 3.5 s m -1 ). For the range of windspeeds
observed, which vary by a factor of four, this theory would also predict that the
values of EP and EM/EP would vary by a similar factor; even though the
uncertainties in the EM/EP ratios are large they clearly could not encompass
such a variation. Indeed there is no indication that the scatter in the data
(Although no strong wind dependence has been shown in these results it would of
course be incorrect to assume that w ind is unimportant to the evaporation
process. Only if wind driven mixing is taking place (either by eddy diffusion O r
large gust penetration) wilt it be possible for dry,air to -bi-bi:OUght down from '
=a
1 [log  ( H i
Zo
2
-1s m (10)
•41
ID
41
ID
DIggussi oN-At coNi m i gn
II  --
the atmosphere to canopy level to maintain the significant humidity deficits,
which are necessary for the evaporation process.)
Conventional interception studies rely on estimates of rainfall input to the top
of forest canopies and net rainfall beneath. In windy upland areas the errors
involved in using measurements of rainfall from a small forest clearing (as is
ID
usual practice) to estimate the above canopy rainfall, are difficult to quantify
but may well exceed the errors in the net rainfall measurement. A major advantage
of the gamm -ray attenuation method is that evaporation rates of intercepted
water can be determined without reliance on an estimate of the above canopy
precipitation; the method is therefore capable of providing an independent means
of verifying the results of conventional interception studies.
•
The majority of the results from the gamma-ray attenuation system are in good
agreement with generally accepted interception theory. In particular they
40 confirm
40 a) the high rates of evaporation, which can be of the order of 0.2 - 0.5 mm h-1
40 that are implied by conventional studies, see for example Calder [1976],
41  Gash et al. 0 9803;
41
b) that for average wet time conditions, the aerodynamic resistance to the
40 transport of heat and water vapour from spruce to a reference level 5 m above the
mean tree height is well represented by the value of 3.5 s m -1 which was
originally derived by optimisation methods using only measurements of rainfall,
• .net rainfall and meteorological observations, Calder [1976];
11,
c) that a modified form of the Rutter drainage function provides a reasonable
representation  of  the relationship between drainage and canopy storage. Fitting
the (modified) Rutter drainage function to the results from the Hafren and Queens
forest gives:
conditions.
D = 0.013 ( e 1.71 C - 1 ) fro h -1
The results do however suggest that in certain areas improvements to theory may
be possible. They indicate that for canopy storages less than the capacity value,
the proportional relationship between EM/EPMw and canopy storage that was
assumed by Rutter, will overestimate evaporation rates in partially wet
Although the possibility of genuine site differences within vegetation types
makes the detailed comparison of the aerodynamic resistance results obtained
using different methods both difficult and confusing there is, nevertheless,
increasing evidence to suggest that a genuine disagreement between methods
exists. The results obtained from the gamma-ray system, together with water
balance interception studies in tropical rainforest (Calder et al. 1985] and
results from other recent non-micrometeorological stud ies reported by
(13)
types but tend to be at variance with estimates derived from considerations of
vegetation height and eddy diffusion theory and (or) with measurements made using
micrometeorological methods (eddy correlation [Wallace et al. 1984], Bowen ratio
[Miranda et al. 1984]). The reasons for these differences are not yet understood
but t'he non-micrometeorological methods should not be dismissed solely on the
grounds  of  inconsistency. They have the advantage that the calculation of
aerodynamic resistance is inherentlyisimpler and requires fewer, assumptions than
ID
Calder [1977], Hancock et al. [1979], Hancock et al. [1983], Calder et al. [1984]
ID
and Wallace et al. [1984] are generally mutually consistent within vegetation
0•
0
0
•
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
' which involved water balance and interception modelling exercises, [Calder 1977,
Calder and Wright 19853. The lack of dependence may, however, be partially
•
•
•
either the theoretical or the micrometeorological methods. Furthermore, the
errors associated with the non—micrometeorological methods, although on occasions
very large, can usually be identified as such. Real site differences may be
partially resposible for the discrepancies: the non—micrometeorological methods
have often been used in topographically rough hilly upland areas, whereas the
micrometeorological methods have, of necessity, only been used in fairly flat
locations.
For the purposes of calculating interception losses from short crops (eg. grass
and heather) these discrepancies may not be important as predicted losses are
only weakly dependent on aerodynamic resistance [Harding 1983 (personal
communication), Wallace et al. 1984]. However, for trees, aerodynamic resistances
are an order of magnitude less and interception losses are closely related to
aerodynamic resistance: it is therefore necessary, both for practical and
theoretical reasons, to resolve these differences.
The differences are manifest both as differences in magnitude and in windspeed
dependence; the non—micrometeorological methods give values w hich are sma ller and
which tend to show less windspeed dependence than those of the other methods.
Lysimetric measurements of the aerodynainic resistance of heather at a hilly
upland site in Scotland [Calder et al. 1984] suggested an inverse relationship
with a power of 0.6 to 0.8 as compared with the theoretical value of unity.
However, Wallace et al..[1984], who also used a lysimetric method, found a
windspeed dependence for heather at a relatively flat site in North Yorkshire
that was consistent with the theoretical value. For forests no clear windspeed
dependence has been identified in either the present study or previous studies
explained if "streamlining" of the canopy at high windspeeds is significant
b
[FraSer 1962], or if the boundary layer nesistence is altered at high windspeeds
y a change in flow regime from one in which the flow passes through leaf shoots
41
to one in which the flow is predominantly around the shoots (Grant 1983,1984). 1
The existence of another transport mechanism (discussed below), in addition to 111
eddy diffusion, may also tend to reduce the apparent wind dependence if this I '
other mechanism is not functionally related to wind velocity.
I :
40The present results, the results of the previous interception modelling exercise,
tropical rainforest interception studies [Calder et al. 1985], the forest 5
40
aerodynamic resistance measurements of Hancock and Crowther [1979] and
40
measurements of the aerodynamic resistance of heather [Calder et al. 1984a] all
41indicate aerodynamic resistances which are significantly lower (and evaccration
rates higher) than would be expected from considerations of vegetat ion height and 40
•
eddy diffusion theory . A transport mechanism operating in conjunction w ith ecdy
diffusion would provide a suitable explanat ion. Such a transport mechanism, which  41
invokes the transport of heat and vapour by large scale eddies or gusts which
penetrate the canopy, essentially a piston flow d isplacement, has been shown by
Penmead [1984] to be a significant transport process at uriarra fcrest
(Australia); Crowther and Hutchings [1983] have also reported the cresence of
sim ilar large scale eddies at Rivox forest in Scotland. The presence of these
large scale eddies, which in hilly upland areas may well be associated with or
enhanced by the local topography, might also explain the larger discrepancies
with theory which are also observed for heather at an upland Scottish site as
compared with a relatively flat site in East Anglia, see Calder et al. [1984b].
Clearly further studies are required to investigate this important phenomenon.
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
41
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
ID
41 NOTATION
ID b drainage parameter, mm -I
40 C canopy storage, mm.
•
d roughness Length, m.
ID D canopy drainage rate, mm h
ID EM  measured evaporation rate, mm
•
EP Penman-Monteith estimate of evaporation from a wet
surface ( rs = 0 ), mm h -1 .41
h  tree height, m.
I/ unattenuated gamma-ray flux at unit distance from the
source, gamma-rays per second.
Ir gamma- ray flux at distance r from the source, gamma-rays per se cond .ID
k von Karman's constant, 0.41 .
41
K drainage parameter, mm h -I
ID •
M mass per unit area, kg m -2 .
ID
n dead time corrected count rate of the gamma-ray beam attenuated
by the forest canopy, s -1 .
•
-1
na dead time corrected count rate in air, s
41
-1nb dead time corrected background count rate, s .
•
P "free throughfall" fraction, dimensionless. (For both
•
sites considered in this study p is effectively zero).
40
0 net input of water to canopy storage, mm h-1 .
40
r distance from the source, m.
40
 
ra aerodynam ic resistance to the transport of water vapou r, s m -1
r
s surface resistance to the transport of water vapour, s m
ID R gross rainfall rate,mm h
S canopy stOrage capacity, mm.
Sr detector sensitivity, dimensionless.
u wind speed, m s -1
z height at which wind speed is measured, m.
z zero plane displacement, m.
-1
si attenuation coefficient for water,m 2 kg
0  density of a homogeneous absorber, kg m
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
APPEN DIX to APPENDIX 1
•
40
Calcu lation of statistical coun ting errors and propo rtional errors
•
as a fu ctioa of beam length .
•
If a homogeneous absorbe r o f dens ity p and attenu ation coe fficient U
40 is placed be tween a point source of gamm a-rays and a de tector , at distance r
from the source , the flux of gamm a-rays observed at the de tector is given by :
-upr1 e
• / , 1
r r2
•
41
where I
1
is the un attenuated flux at un it distance from the source .
•
Th e sensitivity o f the de tector , S
r
, at distance r is then given by
•
-1at (a°
• s  - r • — LIP?
•
on rearranging , the relative error in dens ity de te rm ination is then given
•
by :-
•
ao 1 ar;
0  iuDr
11 Ir
If "dead time " effects in the analyse r and rate scaler can be neglected
41 the error in the count rate due to statistical coun ting errors is equal
to the square root of the coun t rate and thus :
40
UPF/2
( 0  ) 1. , statistical
e l .  re
u0s
U0r/2
•
•
1.20,—T;
For errors which are propo rtional to the couat rate , i.e . at
r
a c I
r
,
the relative error in the density determination is given by :-
( Op
0 )r, propo rtional uor
•
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ABSTRACT
APPENDIX 2
FURTHER INTERCEPTION STUDIES OF HEATHER USING A WET-SURFACE WEIGH ING
LYSIMETER SYSTEM
R.L. Ha ll
Institute of Hyd rology
Wallingford, Oxon
U.K.
Measurements have been made of the four canopy parameters requ ired by
Rutter type interception models for heather (Calluna vulgaris). The values
obtained are 5.13 and 0.00085 for the drainage parameters b and k
respectively, (0.13 1 0 .09) for the free throughfa ll coe fficient p, and
values of (1.1 + 0 .1) mm and (0.85 + 0.1) mm for the canopy capacity S,
derived from independent drainage and evaporation experiments respectively .
It is suggested that the difference between the two values of S is
significant and represents a rea l difference between the canopy storage at
which drainage ceases and the sma ller canopy storage necessary for a
complete ly wet canopy . Studies of the wetting behaviou r of heather provide
evidence to support this hypothesis.
INTRODUCTION
The continu ing afforestation of Scottish catchments, where the
indigeneous vegetat ion is predom inantly heathe r (Calluna vulgaris), has
prompted the development of operationa l catchment response models for water
resource management. These models themse lves require inputs from physically
based research models of the interception process. Of these, that due to
Rutter et al (1971), (1975) and Rutter and Morton (1977) has been
successfully employed, either in its orignal form or with slight
modifications, by several workers (Calder 1977, Gash and Morton 1978, Gash
et al 1980) to mode l the interception process in coniferous forest.
A full description of this model can be found in the references cited.
For the present purpose it can be adequately summarised by the following
equations which describe a version used by Calder et al (1980), (see also
Perttu et al 1980) and Calder and Wright (1985) in which the water balance
of the stems is included implicitly :
dC = (1-p)P - k(exptbC ] - 1) - for C < S,
dC = (1-p)R - k(exp (bC 1 - 1) - E for C > s ,
dt
where in consistent units C is the canopy storage, R is the rainfall rate
and E is the evaporation rate calculated from the Penman-Monteith equation
(Monteith 1965) for a thoroughly wet canopy. The canopy parameters are: p,
the free throughfall coefficient; 5, the canopy storage capacity and k and b
the drainage parameters. To apply the model to different species requires
only the determination of the canopy paraMeters for that species. An
accurate knowledge of the drainage parameters, and of the re lationship
between canopy storage and evaporation rate, may be of greater importance
for modelling heather than conifers since the major part of interception
loss from heather is likely to occur after rainfall has ceased. For
conifers, because of their greater aerodynamic roughness a major part of the
interception loss occurs during rainfall (in mid-Wales it is the major part:
see Calder 1982). The following sections describe the measurement of the
parameters for heather.
EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Apart from minor revisions described later, the equipment used was
that described by Calder et al (1984) and more fully by Calder et al (1982).
Briefly, a Sartorius balance monitoring the evaporative flux from a wet
heather sample was interrogated by a Pet microcomputer which also
interrogated an array of meteorological sensors at half-minute or minute
intervals.
The experiments were performed in October and December 1983 in a large
area of flat heathland, with a fetch in a ll directions of at least 0.5 km,
at Berner's Heath, Norfolk (52 21 ' N, 0.38' W). The six-year-old stand of
heather, from which representative samples were chosen was almost a
monoculture and had a ground cover of (90 + 5) % and a mean height,
determined from a 63 point transect, of (0.32 I 0.09) m.
The samples were 45 cm wide and 68 cm long and of two types: 1) a
natural sample (NS) comprising heather plants and the top 10 cm of soil,
prepared simply by digging around and beneath the sample and trimming off
the surplus soil, and 2) heather plants supported by a paraffin wax
substrate. Three  o f  these artificial samp les (AS1,AS2 and AS3) were prepared
as follows:
A plastic, sample-sized rectangular mould was placed around a
representative patch  o f  heather and gaps between the mould and the soil were
sealed with modelling clay. Waxoyl, a viscous solvent-based wax, was sprayed
on the so il and litter layer avoiding contact with the heather leaves and
stems and left to dry. Aluminium tubes were then pushed partly into the soil
along the long axis of the plot to provide the base with drainage holes. A
domestic washing boiler was used to melt paraffin wax which was carefully
poured into the mould and allowed to solidify making a cont inuous seal over
the soil, except at the sites of the drainage holes. (The Waxoyl prevented
the litter and sandy so il absorbing large quantities of the liquid paraffin
wax.) To ensure that water would drain rapidly from the heather into the
drainage holes further wax was added, up to the top of the aluminium tubes,
to produce a base of "V" shaped cross-section. This was created by digging
around and beneath the samples and tilting them so that when additional wax
was added a surface was formed at an angle to the existing wax surface; the
method is illustrated in Fig. 1. Each sample took between 20 and 25 kg of
wax. When the wax had solidified completely the mould was removed and the
soil and heather roots were cut off the bottom of the wax.
After preparation of the samples, measurements commenced immediately
and extended over a period of a few days. Visual checks of the canopy
revealed no detectable leaf fall or canopy degeneration even over a period
of two weeks.
Measurin the draina e rate
The wax-based samples were used in conjunction with a special drainer
tray which supported the samples, flush with the surrounding heather, on top
of the balance which was located in a pit. The drainer tray was designed to
allow the water to flow rapidly off the sample and balance so that the
drainage rate measured was controlled only by the drainage function of the
heather.
The construction of the tray was of sheet aluminium braced with "L"
shaped aluminium strip, to provide rigidity and support for the wax bases of
the samples, and two lengths of plastic guttering held at an angle with
their lower ends overlapping the short sides of the base by about 3 mm.
Short Lengths of wire attached to the lips of the guttering acted as drip
sources to prevent water runn ing back under the base of the tray. When the
wax samples were in situ the holes in their bases were aligned so that water
draining through them would fall into the guttering and thence drain rapidly
off the tray.
Drainage runs were performed at night to minimise evaporative loss of
water. The microcomputer interrogated the balance about once a second and
meteorological sensors at ha lf minute intervals. The mass readings were
averaged over the period between sensor scans and these together with the
meteorological data were stored on disc for later ana lysis. Sample A53 was
sprayed using a garden sprayer set to provide a high intensity until the
heather was thoroughly saturated and the drainage process had attained
equilibrium. The mass of the sample was monitored prior to and during
spraying and throughout the subsequent drainage period.
To determine the drainage characteristics of the wax base and drainer
tray the procedure was repeated but with water sprayed only beneath the
heather directly onto the wax. The very rapid change in drainage rate made
it necessary to print out the mass readings as the balance was monitored at
intervals of 1.2 seconds.
Measurin the eva ration rate as a function of cano stora e
For this measurement the samples were held in the trays, essentially
insulated glass—fibre boxes, described by Calder et al (1984). These ensu red
that water draining off the heather was retained on the balance so that the
measured loss of mass was due solely to evaporation. Measurements were made
with both types of sample which, when in situ, were flush with the
41
41
41 surrounding heather.  The  samples were initially weighed dry, then sprayed
41 until canopy saturation was achieved; the cessation of spraying was
41 carefully synchronised with the timing of the monitoring program. The system
41 continued to record both the mass of the sample and the meteorological
41 variables at minute intervals while the canopy dried. Rainfall on one day
41 made it possible to run the experiment under naturally wet conditions after
41 the rain had ceased.
41
Estimatin the throu hfall coefficient41
41
Colour slide photographs of the artificial samples were taken looking41
vertically downwards and a slide projector used to project images of the41
samples onto a 100 cm x 100 cm grid. The rimber cf squares in which the41
white wax was visible then gave an estimate of p.41
41
RESULTS
"41
41
The heather
41
41
The results of an analysis of four representative 0 .25 m2 samples are41
given in Table 1. The Leaf Area Index (LAI) on a projected area basis was
41
calculated from measurements using a leaf area meter (Model LI-3100, LI—COR
41
Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, USA). (Following Mackerron (1971), the LAI for the
41
total leaf surface area results from multiplying the value in Table 1 by
41
four.) The stem surface areas were calculated from the mean dimensions of
41
stems and branches.
41
41
The draina e measurements
41
41
Curve A in Fig. 3 shows the decrease with time of the amount of water
41
41
'41
held on artificial sample AS3 for two consecutive runs. Within experimental
limits the points from the two runs are indistinguishable, despite the
second run occurring when the mean windspeed was 4.8 m/s compared with 2.8
m/s for the first run. There is, therefore, no evidence for a windspeed
dependence of drainage rate.
The data of curve A have been compensated for evaporative loss to
show, as curve B, the decrease in the amount of water on the canopy through
drainage only. The evaporation rates were calculated using the
Penman—Monteith equation with an aerodynamic resistance (ra) calculated from
the relationship
•ra = (68 ± 9)/ u (1)
where u is the mean windspeed. This relationship was obtained from a series
of measurements made at Berner's Heath using the same procedure as described
by Calder et al (1984). Curve B shows that all significant drainage had
stopped  ai  a total storage value of (1.2 + 0.1) mm.
Drainage rates calculated from successive masses and compensated for
evaporation rates are plotted in Fig. 4 versus the total equivalent depth of
water (Ct = C + Cw ) held on the heather canopy,  wax base  and drainer tray.
A simple iterative least squares algorithm, which assumed that the
measured drainage rate Dw was given by
0w = k"(exptb"s - 1), (2)
was used to fit the data; the definition  and  values of  k" and b"  are given
in Table 2 and the function is plotted as curve X in Fig. 4.
The drainage run on the wax and tray only (see Fig. 5), revealed that
drainage was immediate and rapid, provided the equivalent depth of water on
them exceeded about 0.1 mm. This was the quantity of water retained, when
41
41
drainage had ceased, in small depressions on the wax surface where it41
touched the heather stems; no water was retained on the tray. The function41
41
D = k'(exp ib'( Cw- 0 . 1 ) 1 - 1) , ( 3 )41
41
was fitted to the data using the least squares algorithm giving the41
parameter values shown in Table 2.41
Since, for the drainage runs on the heather, the recorded masses
41
include the mass of the water running over the wax and tray, it is necessary41
to use both (2) and  ( 3)  to determine the drainage function of the heather
41
only. The algebra is given in the Appendix and the results, the drainage
41
parameters for the heather canopy, are given in Table 2. The drainage
41
function using these parameters is plotted as curve Y in Fig. 4.
41
41
Measurements of E/Ep and free throu hfall  coe f f i c i en
41
The variation of evaporation rate with canopy storage is shown in Fig.
41
6 which presents the results from a series of runs with three artificiaL
41
samples and one natural sample. The results from just one run, using A52,
41
are shown in Fig. 6a where the ratio of the observed evaporation rate E, to
41
the potential evaporation rate Ep , from wet heather in the same weather, is
41
plotted versus the canopy storage C. The values of E were determined from
•
the recorded masses which had been smoothed, to reduce the wind—induced
41
random errors using the method of a linear moving average (11 point)  whi ch
•
has been described elsewhere (Calder et al 1984). Ep values were calculated
•
from the Penman—Monteith equation using the recorded meteoro logical data and
41
!V s  given by equation (1). An allowance for drainage was made using the
41
drainage function to give the true canopy storage C.
41
Figure 6b shows the results from all the runs in a simplified form in
41
which, for most of them, just two points are plotted. They are first, the
canopy storage at which E/Ep began to decline which, according to Rutter et
al (1971), occurs at the canopy capacity S, and second, the average value of
E/E determined for the period when the canopy storage was Less than S.
These points were obtained from two intersecting straight lines, as
indicated in Fig. 6a, for each run. The point of intersection coincides with
E/E at S and the midpoint of the sloping line is taken as the average value
of E/E for C < S. An estimate of the uncertainties attached to each po int,
shown as error bars, was derived from the spread of the data either side of
the lines.
For four runs it was onLy possible to fit one lire to the data : three
were terminated before the canopy storage had decreased as far as S (points
representing E/Ep at the smallest value of C measured are shown in the
figure by points with pecked lines to the Left of the error bars) and the
fourth run, using AS2, followed rainfall which did not completely wet the
canopy. However, it has been possible to derive a value of S for this run by
projecting its sloping line to intersect the Line E = E .
With this one exception all the data were collected from runs when the
samples were artificially wetted by spraying and therefore surrounded by an
expanse of dry or partially dry heather. Thus for the spray runs, the values
of E/E are likely to be overestimates since the measured evaporation rates
were due to three—dimensional vapour fluxes whereas Ep is calculated on the
basis of a one—dimensional flux. Runs with the natural sample may have
another compensating systematic error arising from an allowance made for the
evaporation from the soil. For these reasons the absolute magnitudes of E/Ep
cannot be used to obtain E/E as a function of canopy storage.
The spray runs using sample AS2 gave systematically higher values of
E/E than the other samples which probably reflects the differences between
them in canopy density and morphology. All the samples were selected as
representative of the patch of heather in which they were growing, but there
was inevitably some variation between them. No measurements were made of the
• 10
LAI of the samples; however an indication of the relative densities is given
by the free throughfall coefficients which were measured for three of the
samples. These indicated that the density of A52 was greatest with p =
(0.04 + 0.02) followed by the natural sample, p = (0.08 ± 0.03), and AS1,
p = (0.25 ± 0.1). The throughfall coe fficient for AS3, estimated by
comparison with the other samples, was about 0.15. Taken together, the
samples provided a good representation of the heather growing at Berner's
Heath with a mean free throughfall coefficient of (0.13  4, 0.09) and for
which there is a capacity S with a mean value of (0.85 ± 0.1) mm below which
the ratio E/Ep declines.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The drainage experiments demonstrated that the drainage rates from a
heather canopy are well described by an exponential function the form of
which, for a representative sample of the six-year old heather growing at
Berner's Heath, is
•
D 0.00085 (exp(5.13C I - 1). (4)
•
There was no evidence from the two drainage runs, at 2.8 and 4.8 m/s, of a
windspeed dependence and this agrees with the findings of Calder and Wright
(1985) for spruce; however, it is obvious that further measurements are
•
required before it can be concluded that the drainage rate is independent of
windspeed.
The drainage experiments also showed that all significant drainage
had ceased at a total storage of (1.2 t 0.05) mm or, correcting for the
water retained on the wax, a canopy storage of (1.1 / 0.1) nm. This value
can be equated to the canopy capacity, defined as the amount of water stored
on the canopy (including the stems) when rainfall and drainage have ceased
in still air (see Zinke 1967). This definition was assumed by Leyton et al
(1967), Calder (1977) and Calder and Wright (1985); a distinction between
water held on the canopy and water held on the stems was made by Rutter et
al (1975), Gash (1978), Gash and Morton (1979) and Gash et al (1980). As
Rutter et al (1971), working with Corsican pine, pointed out the
determination of the canopy capacity from drainage measurements is made
*difficult through wind effects. Drops of water dislodged from the foliage by
the wind result in a small amount of drainage at storage values well below
the canopy capacity, as seen in Fig. 4. With increasing gustiness the
storage value at which drainage ceases will decrease. These effects are
probably less important for heather than coniferous trees because it is
shorter and also because, as discussed be low, water adheres strongly to it.
Nevertheless, it is propitious that an accurate assignation of a canopy
capacity is unnecessary for understanding the drainage mechanism, which is
adequately described by equation (4).
Rutter et al (1971) assumed that the canopy capacity could also be
equated to the minimum amount of water required to wet all su rfaces of the
canopy and therefore to give evaporation rates equal to the potential,
wet-surface rates. Assuming this to be correct, then it is possible to
derive a mean value for S from the measu rements of E/E versus canopy
storage. However, the value of S derived from Fig. 6b may be biased towards
a high value since it was not possible to use the information contained in
the three runs which were stopped before E had begun to decrease
consistently. Had the runs been allowed to continue, then at least one of
them (AS3) must have yielded a value of S less than the mean value of (0.85
0.1) mm. Comparison of this possibly high mean value with the (1.1 + 0.1)
mm obtained from the drainage experiment suggests that the true evaporation
value of S is Lower than the drainage value. Moreover, there are physical
reasons, discussed below, to expect this difference.
It is usually assumed that the canopy capacity measured by drainage
40
12
41
• experiments can be used in the formulation E = Ep.C/S when the Rutter model
• is employed. And the recent work of Calder and Wright (1985), who found S =
40 2 mm for Sitka spruce from both drainage and E/E measurements, provides
40 evidence that for spruce this assumption is valid. However, there is no
40 reason, per se, why evaporation and drainage experiments should give the
40 same value of S and the results presented here suggest that for heather they
•
do not.
40 A possible reason for this difference has been revealed by
•
photographic studies of heather shoots using very weak solutions of
•
rhodamine dye excited by an ultra—violet lamp. These show, in agreement with
•
visual observations by Leyton et al (1967, p.173), that when water falls on
•
heather a very thin film rapidly forms which covers the whole of the
•
foliage. More water increases the thickness of this film, which is not
•
easily shaken off, and also forms droplets which bridge the gaps between the
40 leaves and the twigs; Fig. 7a shows the large amount of water that can be
40 held in still air. Thus for heather, only a small amount of water, the
40 canopy capacity as evaluated from E/E measurements, is required to wet the
40 whote canopy surface and considerably more is needed before significant
40 drainage occurs at and above the canopy capacity as evaluated from drainage
40 measurements. The retentive nature of the heather foliage arises from its
intricate small scale structure and the high wettability of the cuticle,41
presumably due to a lack of epicuticular wax. Studies of spruce leaves,41
using the same technique, showed that the water remained as a film as long40
as precipitation lasted after which it contracted into drops which lodged40
between the leaves and the leaf stalks (see Fig. 7b). The causes of this40
wetting behaviour are the large amount of epicuticular wax that has been
40
found on the upper (adaxial) surface of spruce leaves (Jeffree et al 1971),
40
and the spacing of the leaves which is generally too large to allow water to
40
bridge the gaps between them.
40
The results presented herein show that the disposition of intercepted
40
•
•
water is different for heather and spruce. The extent to which this affects
the difference in the annual interception ratio for the two remains to be
determined by, for example, modelling exercises using Rutter type models. It
is proposed that for such exercises the drainage function given by equation
(4) be used in conjunction with an evaporation rate which equals the
Penman-Monteith wet-surface potential rate for canopy storage above S = 0.85
mm and below which the evaporation rate is given by E = E .C/S . A free
throughfall coefficient of 0.13 should be appropriate, although it is
probable that the model will be insensitive to this parameter and also
possibly the canopy capacity; thus the errors attached to them will be of
little consequence. Variation of the drainage parameters is likely to have a
greater effect on the interception ratio but this will be the subject of a
later paper.
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Assuming the same exponential form of the drainage rate for the
heather canopy as equation (3), the continuity equation for the water on the
wax and tray, neglecting evaporation, can be written:
dC
w
= rate of drainage from the heather ( D ) - rate of drainage from the
dt
wax and tray ( Dw )
= k(exp(bC I - 1) - k'(exp(b s( Cw- 0.1)) - 1) (A1)
41
or to a very good approximation
14
41
41
kexp(bC 1 - k'exp(b'(Cw- 0 . 1 ) 1 . ( A2)
41
41
The results of the drainage run on the wax substrate and drainer tray
showed that they worked well giving high drainage rates and only retained
41
about 0.1 mm on the wax when drainage had finished. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that drainage rates shown in Fig. 4 are equal to the
drainage rates from the heather. So, to a very good approximation ( for Csr>
41 0.1 mm ), dCwidt = 0 and the two exponential terms in  (A2)  can be equated
41 giving,
41 kexp (bC k'exp(b'(Cw- 0.1)1 (43)
41 and therefore
41
• D = Dw = kexp[bC  1,
 (A4)
•
• where Dw is the drainage rate off the wax and tray, the rate monitored by the
• balance . Taking logarithms gives
•
• ln Dw = ln k + bC. (AS)
41
• Multiplying (A3) by exp[b'C ] gives after rearrangement and taking
• logarithms
•
• C = 1 (ln k' - ln k + b'(C + Cw - 0.1)1
b'+b41
•
•
•
and
Table 2.
b =  
b'-b"
15
which when substituted into (AS) gives
In D
u
= ln k + b (In k' - 0 .1b) + b'b (C + Cu )
b'+b 7 b'+b
In k" + b"(C + Cw) (A7)
which is approximately the Linearised form of equation (2), the relationship
plotted in Fig. 4.
Equating the terms in (A6) and (A7) gives after rearrangement,
Ln k = In k" + 0 .1 b'b - b Ln k'
b'+b b'+b
1 - b
b'+b
Finally substituting (A8) in (A9) gives
Ln k = ln k" + b"(0.1 - 1ln k')
I T'
1 - b"
b'
The values of b and k calculated from (A8) and (A10) are given in
(A6)
(A8)
(A9)
(A10)
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The heather characteristics at the site studied at Berner's Heath, Norfolk.
The values given are means and standard deviations.
Attribute Value
Ground cover ( % ) 90 t 5
Age ( yr ) 6 t 0.5
Height ( m ) 0.32 t 0.09
LAI 1.8 t 0.3
Areal stem density ( m-2) 766 ± 230
Stem length ( m ) 0.37 t 0.07
Stem surface area ( m2 m-2 ) 4.1 + 0.9
20
ID
• TABLE 2
• The calculated drainage parameters
41
• Symbol used Meaning Value
• in text
•
• k" drainage coefficient for total system -10.00133 ( mm hr )
• k' drainage coe fficient for wax base and tray 0.21
• drainage coefficient for heather canopy 0.00085
•
• b" drainage index for total system 4.31 ( mm-1)
• b' drainage index for wax base and tray 27.09
• h drainage index for heather canopy 5.13
41
•
•
ID
ID
110
ID
41
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig.1
measurements, involved tilting the sample and mould.
Fig. 2
guttering and drip wires.
Fig. 3
Curve A: data from two drainage runs showing the decrease with time in
the equivalent depth of water held on AS3 and the drainer tray  due  to
drainage and evaporation. Each of the points was obtained from a mean mass
calculated for a 30 second period.
Curve 8: the same data but compensated for evaporative loss to give
the decrease with time in total storage resulting from drainage only.
Fig. 4
21
The method used to create a "V" shaped wax base, used in the drainage
The artificial sample AS3 in place on the drainer tray and showing the
The drainage rate calculated from the successive masses used in curve
A of Fig. 3, and compensated for evaporation rates, is plotted against the
total storage, expressed as an equivalent depth of water. (The negative
drainage rates are the result of wind—induced random scatter on the masses
not filtered out by the 30 second averaging period.) Curve X is the function
Dw = 0.00133( expE 4.31C) — 1) fitted to the points. The drainage function
derived for the heather, D = 0.00085( exp ( 5.13C ] — 1), is also plotted as
curve Y.
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Fig. 5
22
The drainage function of the wax base and drainer tray. Drainage rates
calculated from successive masses are plotted as a function of the
equivalent depth of water held on the wax base and drainer tray. Also
plotted is the curve Dw  = 0.21( expl 27.09(Cw - 0.1)  1  - 1) fitted to the
data.
Fig. 6
a) Experimental po ints, obtained using AS2, of E/E plotted against
canopy storage C with two fitted lines to illustrate the method of obtaining
the points plotted in b).
b) The relative evaporation rate EIE plotted in simplified form as a
function of canopy storage from a series of experiments with four different
samples. One point for AS2 was obtained by extrapo lation, as shown by the
dashed (- - - -) line.
Fig. 7
Water storage on (a) heather *and  ( 10)  spruce in still air. The
photographs, obtained using a UV lamp to excite a very weak solution of
rhodamine dye, were taken 48 minutes after spraying the heather and
immediately after spraying the spruce.
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APPEND IX 3
INFLUENCE OF WOODLANDS ON WATER QUANT ITY
Ian R . Calder
In st itute o f Hydrology , W alling fo rd , England
ABSTRACT
Recen t developments in the study of evaporation from forests and
wood lands are rev iew ed . Ev idence is given fo r the inapplicab ility
o f th e "potentia l evapo ration" concep t for u se in estimat ing fo rest
evapo ration , part icu la rly in wet climates where in tercept ion lo sses
are large . A ttention is d raw n bo th to the im po rtance and to the
com plex ity of physio lo gical contro ls on forest transpiration . It
is suggested that , p erhaps p aradoxica lly , the ir ex istence grea tly
eases th e task o f ob tain ing long-term "broad brush " estima tes o f the
in fluen ce o f woodland on water quantity .
These recent deve lopmen ts a lso show that , w ith in th e UK at least ,
wood lands w ill gene rally reduce the quant ity o f runo ff from catch-
ments as com pared w ith o ther vegetation type s ; in the wet upland
regions o f the UK the in fluence is most m arked : annual evaporation
ra tes from fo rests may exceed those from grassland by 100% and runoff
w ill be reduced , typ ically by about 20% .
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INTRODUCT ION
The in fluence o f the su n 's warm th on evaporation is obv iou s to us a ll
so in tu it ive ly it is p erh ap s not unreasonab le to expec t th at the in-
pu t of net solar rad ia tion "t ightly" controls th e ev apo ration from
vegetative surfaces . W ith the prov iso th a t soil moisture is no t
lim iting it could be , and o ften was , argu ed that a ll c lo sed canopy
vegetation wou ld evapora te at sim ilar rate s , any d iffe rences being
attributed to small d ifferences in albedo .
Unfo rtunate ly natu re is not so accomm od ating and m any recen t experiments
have cast doubts on these s imp listic view s ; som e expe r iments , and par-
ticu larly those conce rned w ith the measu rement o f evapo ration from forests
grow ing in w et c lim ate s , ha ve now to tally destroyed them . No longe r can
w e consider the evaporation loss to be passive ly determ ined by me teoro log ical
demand or lim ited by the "potent ia l evapo ration " concep t .
These recent expe riments on fo re sts hav e revealed a dif feren t and con-
side rab ly more com p licated v iew of the evaporatio n proc ess , a v iew in wh ich
advected energy p lays a prom inen t ro le and one in which the vege tation
itse lf plays an ac tive pa rt in mod ify ing its transpirat ion response to
ch an gin g meteoro logic a l and env ironm en ta l conditio ns .
The developmen t o f these v iew s has been brought abou t by wo rke rs o f many
d isc ip lines ; th e story cou ld pe rhaps start with th e wo rk o f a British
wa ter autho rity engine er in the m id-fiftie s ..
EARLY EV IDENCE FOR THE BREAKDOWN OF THE POTENT IAL EVAPORAT ION CONCEPT
From experiments conducted on the Hodde r catchm ents in the York sh ire
Pennines , Law (1956 , 1957) p resen ted a set o f resu lts which at that
time caused considerab le con troversy amongst Brit ish hydro log is ts . He
reporte d large d iffe rences in evaporation between d ifferen t vegetation
types . During th e period 4 Ju ly 1955 to 8 Ju ly 1956 , ev aporation losse s
from a fore sted lysimeter o f 37 1 mm interception and 340 mm o f transp iration
w ere recorded w hich , when taken to gethe r , ex ceeded the lo ss from the
su rround ing gra ssland by 290 mm . The resu lts were not conv inc ing becau se
o f doubts about the sm all s ize o f the forest p lantation and the conseauen t
possib ility o f radiative and aerodynam ic edge e ffec ts .
By th e early sixties Ru tter (1963) had pub lished in tercep tion lo ss resu lts
from forest ind icating loss rates h igh er than those indic ated from the
Penm an (1948) potentia l form u la and im p lying h igher loss rates than cou ld
be sustained so le ly th rough the input net rad iation . The experimental
p lo t w as in the Bram sh ill fo res t at Crow tho rne , Be rkshire , a fo rest o f
su ffic ient size to negate the possib ility o f edge e ffects . S im ilar resu lts
were also reported by Patric (1966) , He lvey (1967) and Leyton et al. (1967) & o thf
Toward s th e end o f the six ties and du ring th e ear ly seven ties results
from a num be r o f h igh ly soph isticated and care fu lly des igned m ic rome te oro log ic al
stud ie s over forests were pub lish ed , Sz iecz et a l . (1969) , Tajchm an (197 1) ,
Gay (1972) , Stew art and Thom (1973) , McN aughton and Black (1973 ) , H icks et al .
(19 75) . Some o f these stud ies , Sz iecz et al . (1969) , Stewart and T hom (1973) show .
that latent heat fluxes due to transpiration , even when trees (Pinus sylve str is L
were we ll su pp lied w ith w ater , cou ld be sign ific antly less than the net
rad ia tion , dem onstrating that physio logica l contro ls were re gu la ting the
transpiration rates . Loss rates of in tercepted w ater w ere shown to be higher
than loss rates from a dry canopy ; McNau ghton and B lack (1973) gave a con-
servative figure o f 20% for a site in Canada whilst Stew art and Thom (197 3)
sugge sted a much larger figure o f 500% fo r a site in the east o f England .
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The dom inan t ro le of interception in forest evaporation was perhaps
most c learly demonstra ted by the Ins titu te o f Hydro logy 's s tud ies at 41
P lyn limon in m id W ale s . T h is is a high rainfall up land region rece iv ing a 41
yearly average 2200 mm of prec ip itation . Catchment stud ies ind ic ated 41
75% gre ater lo sses from the partially fo rested Severn catchment compared
w ith the adjacen t grassland W ye catchmen t (C larke and McCu lloch , 1975) . 41
In terception experim ents and a lysime ter set w ith in the forest showed the 41
cause of the se in creased losses (Ca lder 1976) : annual interception lo sses 41
were found to be almost exactly twice those due to tr anspiration (Fig . 1) .
T he total lo ss , interceptio n p lus transp iration , w as found to be approx im ate ly 41
tw ice the Penm an (1948) potentia l evaporation (Eo) estimate .
These resu lts , regard ed w ith som e scepticism at the time , have been
confirm ed by o ther intercep tion experimen ts in d ifferent high rain fall
reg ions o f th e UK ; th ey invo lve both conventiona l m ethods measu ring the
d iffe rence in quan tity of rain above and below the forest canopy (F ig . 2)
as we ll as mo re d irec t methods wh ich use the attenuation of a y ray beam
to measure th e ch ange in sto rage o f w ate r on the forest canopy (Ca lder and
Wr ight 1984) . Con firm ation is also g iven , perh aps more importan tly , th rough
a greater understand ing of the mechan ism s responsib le for the h igh in te r-
ception lo sses .
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•THE INTERCEPT ION PROCESS
The interception process can be most easily in terp reted w ith in the
fram ew ork o f the Penm an-Mon te ith equ ation (Monte ith 1965 , see a lso
Thom 1975) :
XE = A R n + pc VPD/ra
A+y (1 + rs/ra)
where fluxes o f laten t heat XE can be ca lcu lated given the necessary
m eteoro log ica l data on vapou r pressu re defic it VPD , net rad iation Rn ,
and air tem perature for the estimation of the slope o f th e saturation
vap our pre ssu re cu rve A ; y is the psychrometric co nstant .
Two crop dependent param ete rs are also required ; these are th e surface
res istance , rs , wh ich fo r a liv ing c rop is a pure ly physio lo gic al
resistance imposed by the crop itself on the movement of w ater th rough its
leaf stomata , and the aerodynam ic re sis tance , ra , w hich is a measure o f
the resistance en countered by w ate r vapour moving from the ou te r surfaces
o f the crop in to the atmosphere .
Under w et cond itions , when a film o f w ater covers the sur faces o f le aves ,
40 the sur face re sistance is effectiv ely "short circu ited" and rs c an be
equated to zero .
40
Fo r forests th e aerod ynam ic resis tan ce is no rm ally an ord er o f m agn itude
40 less th an that o f sho rter crops (eg . grass) ; th is is because trees presen t
a very rou gh su rface to w ind and are m ore e fficien t in generating the fo rced
eddy convection wh ich , under the m ajor ity o f meteoro logic al cond itions is
the dom inant m echan ism fo r the transpo rt o f heat and w ate r vapour from the
ex terna l su rfaces o f leaves into the a tmosphere .
• The pr inc ipal factors responsib le th en for the high interception losses
observ ed from con ife ro us forest are simp ly th at they have :
1) a low aerodynam ic re sis tance , and
2) w ettab le surfaces wh ich can support and susta in an almo st comp lete
surface film o f w ater .
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The in fluence o f these fac tors on evapo ra tion rates can be most
read ily demonstrated by so lv ing the Penm an-M onte ith equation fo r
d if fe rent va lues of ra and rs under a se t o f meteo ro log ical con -
d it ions , (Calder 1979 , F ig . 3 ) , cho se n to represent those wh ich could
occur w he n e ith er the vege ta tion is dry and transp iring or wet fo llow ing
ra in fall. The inc rease in evapo ration rates when trees are wetted in
th ese cond itions is by a factor o f 5- 15 ; fo r comparison the increase
expected from grass is much less , a facto r o f 1.4- 1.8. Even th is mod est
increase is like ly to be an ove restim ate fo r grass as most grass spec ies
seem unab le to susta in a film o f water on th eir leaves and the e ffec tiv e
su rface resistance in w et cond itions p robab ly never reduces to the zero
va lue used in th e calc ula tion . (N .B . und er average wet cond itions
wh ich include rain periods ,th e atmosph eric dem and is like ly to b e less and
the evapo ration rates correspond in gly less th an those shown in F ig .3) .
The aerodynam ic m ix ing above fo rest canop ies is so good that on ly sm a ll
atmospheric hum id ity de fic its are necessary to suppo rt sign ifican t evaporatio n
ra te s ; th is ensu res that , even du ring ra in fall , evaporation will be taking
p lace . Indeed at P lyn limon , whe re sto rms tend to b e of fa ir ly low in tensity
(1.4mm /hr) and long dura tion ,the m ajo r ity o f the in terception lo ss takes
p lace during the ra insto rm itself , the evaporation from the w ater rem a in ing
on the cano py at the end o f the sto rm is a m inor com ponent o f the to tal
lo ss .
To su stain the rates o f evapo ration from wet trees implied by F igure 3 ,
requ ires a considerab le source o f energy in add ition to th at availab le
from net rad iation . Th is add itional energy source mu st be provided by advec t ion ,
wh ich resu lts in a coo ling of the air m ass w ithin and above the fo re st . The
exp lo itation o f this ene rgy source by the fore sts at P lynlimon is so good tha t
during we t canopy cond itions typically 80% o f the total energy input is
derived from advec tion (Shutt lewo rth and C alder 1979) ; even on a long term
basis advection is importan t at this site as the annual latent hea t flux
from the forest exceeds the supp ly o f net rad iation by 12% . If all this
add itio nal energy comes from the synoptic scale transport, o f energy from
regio ns ou ts ide the fore s t , it may no t be possib le to support su ch rate s from
very large forested areas (e .g . the Am azon basin or some parts o f C anad a) ;
a lterna tiv ely , as Thom (1978 ) has suggested , energy loops w ith in the p lanetary
bound ary layer (invo lv ing th e latent heat energy re leased in the prec ip itation
proce ss) m ay m ak e a sign ifican t contr ibution . M icrometeoro log ica l investigatio ns
together w ith interception stud ies in large trop ical forests m ay be ab le
to answ er th is question ; w inds are generally ligh t in these re gions and
horizonta l advection virtua lly absen t ; it aw aits to be seen whethe r in
these cond itions evapo ratio n rates can exceed the net rad iation fo r
sign ificant per iods .
EV IDENCE OF THE IMPORT ANCE O F PHYSIOLO G ICA L CONTROLS ON EVAPO RAT ION
Phys io logists have long recognised that p lan ts can regu la te the status
o f the ir leaf stomata and hence their transp iration rates and that th e
stomata respond to ch anges in m any env ironmental variab les and not so lely
to so il w ate r stress . Stomata l response to changes in temperatu re , light
in tensity , lea f w ater potentia l and vapour p ressu re defic it are all we ll
documen ted in the lite rature . It is th erefore un reasonab le to
assum e th at p lan t transp iration rates are passive ly dete rm ined by atmosphe ric
dem and .
The impo rtance o f physio logic al contro ls on evapor ation rates from natu ral
fo rests was strongly confirm ed by early m ic rometeo rolog ic a l stud ies .
M ic rometeo ro log ical experiments above a p ine fores t at The tford in the east
o f England (Stew art and T hom , 1973) , sh owed strong stoma tal re gulation :
the sur face re sis tance increased typica lly b y a fac tor o f three during the
d ay (S tew art 198 1 , F ig. 4 .) and there w as som e ev idence o f a seaso nal
variation . M cN au gh ton and Black (197 3) also found large d iu rn al ch anges
in sur face re sistance and large day to day changes .
The importance o f atmospheric hum id ity (or a tmosphe ric ev apo rat ion dem and )
as a con tro llin g variab le on stomata l response was demons trated at the
ind iv idual leaf and sub- leaf (epiderma l strip ) sc ale by Lange e t a l. (1971)
and Shu lze et al. (197 2) whereby an inc rease in a tmospheric hum id ity de fic it
w as obse rved to be corre lated w ith a c losing o f stomata (an inc re ase in
stomatal res is tance) . Th is mechanism is o f p articu lar in terest in evapo rat ive
stud ie s since it represents a negative feedback mech an ism ; in s itu ations
wh ere th is mechan ism operates ,fluctu ations in actual evapo ration whether on
a d iurnal , day to day or seasonal bas is w ou ld be expected to be much more
conserv ative than fluctu a tions in atmosph eric dem and . Jarv is (1976) show ed
by usin g d iffus ion po rome ter techniques on the scale of ind ividual shoo ts
that this mechan ism does indeed operate fo r trees , in this case sitka sp ru ce
(P icea sitc hensis (Bong .) Carr .) trees , grow in g in natura l su rround ings .
Tan and B lack (1976 ) , Calder (1977 , 1978 ) and Roberts (197 8 ) a lso con firm ed
the impo rtan ce o f th is mechan ism through m icrom eteorological scale exper iment s ,
ly sime ter scale experimen ts us ing neutron probe techniques (40 trees) ,
expe rimen ts on ind iv idual excised trees and again us ing diffu sion po rome ters
on ind iv idual shoo ts .
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Daytime surface resistance values measured over Thetford forest together with fluxes
of latent heat and net radiation
The effect tha t this fe edback mechan ism has on evaporation rate s can be
illustrated (Ca lder 1978) by so lv ing the Penm an-Mon te ith equation w ith
a surface re s istance su b-model wh ich incorpo rates the vapour p ressu re
feedback mechan ism for a range o f va lu es o f net rad iation and vapou r
pre ssure defic it , (Fig . 5) . C learly th is fe edb ack mechan ism imposes an
upper lim it on transp iration rates o f about 0 .3mm /h r . In ex trem e con-
d it ions o f atmo spheric demand the mode l imp lies a reduc tion in evapo ra tion
rates . It has also been su ggested that this m echan ism is impo rtant to
p lants in conse rv ing w ater use (Cowan 1977) and m ay even be a facto r
a llow in g su rv iva l in ex treme s ites for certain plan t spec ies (Johnson and
C aldw ell , 1976) .
An impo rtan t negative feedb ack control be tween so il moistu re de fic its and evapo r-
ation rates is to be expected but there is at presen t a de arth o f in fo rm ation
on th is mech anism . O f particu lar value then are the resu lts o f T an and Black
(19 76 ) who sh ow ed a halv ing o f evaporat ion rate s from Doug las fir (Pseudotsuga
menzies ii (mirb .) Franco ) wh en soil w a te r po tential reduced to -10 b ar ; th e
e ffects o f a given soil mois tu re stress become incre asingly more pronounced under
con ditions o f high atmosphe ric demand (h igh VPD ) . F or Norw ay sp ruce (P icea ab ies
( L . )  Kars t .), (C alder 1978) no dependence o f surfa ce resistance on so il moisture
status w as found w ith in the to tal observ ationa l ran ge of so il mo istu re po ten tial
o f 0 to -6 b ar .
Th ere is a sim ilar dearth o f data on seasonal varia t io n o f sur face res istance .
Ru tter (1967) , how ever , reported m easu rements fo r P ine (Pin us sy lvestris  L . )  grow ir
in sou th east England w hic h show ed a s ign ifican t low er ing of stom atal
resistance during the summ er . C alder (1977 , 1978) a lso found a seaso nal
varia tio n for Norw ay spruce , wh ich , when the atm osphe ric humid ity feedback e ffect
w as remo ved , cou ld be fitted us ing an annual s inuso id al re lationsh ip , th e
trou gh o ccurr ing in the summ e r months . The relationsh ip , u sed fo r estimating
su rface resistance on day No . D was :
rs = 74 .5 [(1-0 .3cos (27 (D-222)/36 5)1/ (1-0 .045VPD )
where VPD is the vapour pressure de fic it (mb ).
For most periods o f the y ear this surface resistance sub-mode l gave
p redic ted transp iration rate s wh ich agreed we ll w ith those observed
(F ig . I) ; close exam ination o f the data show ed that during em ergence o f
new shoots in th e spr ingtim e , pred ictions o f th e model were less th an those
observ ed which imp lied a reduction of stom ata l contro l durin g th is period .
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41
EST IMAT ION OF THE INFLUE NCE OF WOODLANDS ON WAT ER QUANT ITY
ID
ID
ID
41
The task o f estimating th e e ffects that forests , grow ing in d ifferent c limatic
reg ions , w ill have on catchm en t runo ff , is by no m eans a tr iv ia l exe rc ise . Even
ID if all the canopy param eters w hic h contro l the com plex evaporation procesr
5 were we ll known there still rem ains a tremendous sho rt age o f the deta iled
meteoro log ica l data that this type o f "re searc h" m ode l requ ire s .
ID
ID If we are principally concerned w ith forests growing in regions o f
ID re lative ly h igh annua l ra in fall and low ra infa ll intensity and where snow
ID
is not a majo r component o f the annu al precip itation , as fo r exam p le in
the up lands o f W ales and the north o f Eng land , and a sem i-emp irical
ID approach is acceptab le , th e pro spect o f develo ping a "prac tical"
ID evaporation mode l may no t be qu ite so bad as it first appe ars . In these
h igh ra in fall areas intercep tion losses dom inate transpiration and it has
b een shown that for the U .K . at least , an nua l interception losses can be
ID estimated quite accu rate ly from a know ledge on ly o f the local rainfall ,
•
F igu re 2 , (Calde r and New son 1980 ) .
ID Paradox ically , the very comp lexity of the plan t stom atal response mechanisms
/ 0
m ake the "broad brush" es tima tion of transpira tion rates eas ier . The
ID nega tive feedback responses b rough t abou t by incre as ing atm ospher ic v apou r
ID
and so il mo isture de fic it s bo th tend to make actua l transp iration rates
conserv ative in compar iso n w ith atmosphe ric demand . Roberts (1982 ,
ID 1983) has shown that the mean o f the observations o f annua l transpiration
ID loss from Europe an forests , both con iferous and broad leaf is 326mm w ith a
ID
standard devia tion o f on ly 24mm . It m ay be po ssib le to imp rove on th is
estimate if we are prepared to let the argumen ts above concern ing the in-
ID app licab ility of poten tia l evaporation to fore st evapo ration go fu ll circ le .
For the spruce fo re st at Plyn limon , tr ansp iration losses a re broadly
in agreem ent (at the 10% leve l) w ith the long term Penm an potential
transp iration values when the se va lues are reduced in propo rtion to the
ave rage fractional time the canopy is wet (and transpiratio n w ill not b e
tak ing p lace) . Th is obse rvation toge the r w ith the observat ion s that in te r-
cep tion losses from fo rests in the U .K . can be rou gh ly estim ated from a
know led ge only o f the local rain fa ll and th at the Penm an E t estim ate
prov ides a re liab le estimate of annu al lo sses from grass and o the r short
cro ps fo rmed the bas is o f a simp le evaporat ion equation (Calder and
New son 1979 , 1980) for estimating the effec ts on w ater resources o f affo re station
in the up lands of the U .K . Annual losses from a catchm ent w ith a fractiona l
canopy coverage o f f and an annual p rec ip itation o f P , are then given by :
annual loss = E
t
+ f (P .a -w .E )
where :
a = in terception frac tio n (from F ig . 2) ,
w = fraction o f year when canopy is wet .
It w as su gge sted that by mak ing use o f the ob servation th at a t P lyn limon
th e fo rest is we t fo r abou t 50% longer than the du ration o f rain fa ll w can
be estim ated from the equ ation :
w = annual p rec ip ita tion x 1.7 1 x 10
-4
/m ean ra in fa ll intens ity
The model h as been used in the U .K . (see e .g . CAS repo rt 1980) to
pred ict the effects of up land con ife rous a fforestation on runo ff for such
d ive rse in terests as h yd roelectric pow er , canal and water au tho ritie s ,
F igu re 6 .
The model outlined above is str ic tly only app licab le when it is requ ired
to estimate the in fluence o f w ood lands as compared w ith grass land , on
w ater qu an tity in h igh rainfa ll re gions . App lic ation o f the mode l to
much o f the Sco tt ish u plands is there fo re d ifficu lt , land w hich is con-
sidered su itab le fo r a ffo restation o ften has a cover o f rougher , in ter-
med iate he igh t vege tat ion , e .g . heather , o r is su bject to a c lim ate where
snow m ay form a s ign ifican t proportion o f the an nua l evaporation .
The Ins titute o f Hydro logy is curren tly carry ing ou t a rese arch programme ,
funded large ly by a co nsortium o f Sco ttish interests , to investigate these
aspec ts . Experimen ts us ing lysimeter and neutron p robe techn iau es at
site s in Sco tland and the No rth o f Eng land a ll su ggest th at heathe r , one o f the
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Increase in loss (%) from
coniferous afforestation
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C>
• Predicted percentage increase in evaporation loss from afforesting to 50%
canopy coverage the catchments supplying the major U.K. upland reservoirs.40
)•
up land vegetation types the evapo ra tion cha racteristics o f wh ich we re
fo rm erly poo rly known , transp ires re la tive ly little , esp ec ially du rin g the
ear ly part o f th e year , bu t expe rience s re latively h igh interception
lo sses . The se observ ations suggest (see T ab le 1) that annu al evapo ration
losses from heathe r cou ld be estimated w ith an eq uation o f the fo rm :
an nu al lo ss =  B . Et(1-w) + a .P
where :
0 .5
and a 0 .2
-12-
6  = transp irat ion/(Penm an 's  E
t
for grass x (1-w ))
The model im plies that fo r up land reg ions o f mod erate ly high ra in fa ll ,
say 1500 mm , the evapo ration from heather would be sim ilar to th at from
grass but in w ette r c lim ates th e intercep tion losses from heather w ill
dom inate and re su lt in greater to tal lo sses .
Th e fu ll sign ificance of snow in te rcep tion from fo rests has ye t to be
determ ined bu t pre lim inary resu lts from studies carried ou t a t a s ite in
th e Queens Forest , near Aviemore , Sco tland , indicate th at the e ffects are
impo rtant . E xperiments u sing "w e ighin g tree" techn iques , heated p lastic-
shee t ne t- ra in fa ll gauges and a y ray attenuation rig w hich scans the snow
cove red forest canopy all ind ic ate that th e canopy capac ity fo r snow is
an o rd e r o f m agn itude greate r than that fo r wate r and evaporation ra tes can
be o f a s im ilar m agn itude to those from w e t cano pies : evaporation rates
of 0 .5 mm per hour were recorded w ith th e Y ray attenua tion rig du ring th e
nigh t o f 12- 13 Decem ber 1983 from a snow covered cano py w ith th e arrival
o f a fronta l sys tem w hich in troduced w arm dry maritime a ir .
Furthe r research is requ ired to determ ine fu lly the sign ificance o f snow
intercep tion an d a lso to investigate o th er grey areas o f our know ledge
such as the seasonal d is tr ibu tion o f evaporation losses from fo rests as
compared w ith o the r vege tatio n types . The overall pictu re however rem ains
c le ar - woo d lands in w e t up land are as w ill reduce water quantity compared
w ith o ther vege tation types .
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APPENDIX 4 .
L.
L.
L.
T HE EFFECT OF T HINN ING A STAND OF S ITKA SPRUCE UPON THEL.
I/ INTERCEPTION RAT IO .
L.
• Tw o p last ic-sheet net-ra infa ll gauges have been in continuo us operation
I/ at a site 300m from the Institute 's o ffice at ,Do lydd , Plyn limon ,
t .
IP mid-Wa les since March 1980 . Four com p lete years o f da ta (1981-1983
11, pre-thinning a nd 1984 po st-thinning ) for the net-rainfall gauges are
t .
• presented in Tab les 1 to 4 . Thinning was carried out acco rding to
t .
norma l Fo restry Comm ission practice for this area of removing eve ry
• th ird row .
Ila
A canopy-cove r survey a t two d ifferent site s w ith in the same stand w asla
carried o ut in Oc tobe r 1984 and a va lue o f p (the free th roughfa llOa
coefficient ) o f 0 .75 w as o btained from both sites , ind icating tha t
IF canopy cover w as uniform . The survey o f the canopy was carried out
•
using an a nascope (an instrument consisting of a m irror and cross
IP wires , moun ted on g imba ls , which is designed to a llow the assessment o fIla
whether veg etat ion is d irectly overhead or not ) . Point measurements o fla
canopy cover were made a t 1m inte rva ls a long transects 1m apa rt . Site 1
Ila
• w ith 147 observations gave p = 0 .748 and S ite 2 w ith 147 obse rvations
g av e p = 0.755 .
I .
Resu lts sci fa r from the net-ra infall gauges ind icate that the annual
mr ave rage in terception ratio w as una ffected by the thinning ; for the
l a k
pre-thinned forest it va ried between 0 .38 a nd 0 .42 compared w ith 0 .40
• after thinning , see Tab les 1 to 4 . An ana lysis o f the daily
t a k
measurements s im ilar to that deve loped for the d a ily interception mode l
_
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
(see m ain text ) dem onstrates in deta il the e ffec ts o f the th inn ing . T he 4140
pre-th inned forest (Figures 1 and 2 ) shows an interception loss equal 040
to the rain fa ll w hen the ra in fall is less than 2 mm per day and an 4040
ave rage loss on days o f high rain fall of betw een 5 and 6 mm . In 4040
contrast the pos t-thinned fo rest (Figu re 3) shows an interception loss 040
o f approximatly 75% o f the g ross rain fa ll a t low intensities but on 4040
ave rage a highe r loss (7 mm ) than the pre-thinned forest on days w ith 041
h igh rain fa ll. 4141
4041
4141
F IGURE CAPTION . 4141
Figu res 1 to 3 show da ily inte rception loss p lotted aga inst dai ly 4141
ra infa ll at P lyn limon for the years 1982, 1983 a nd 1984 respective ly . 041
A lso shown a re the curves fitted to the data using a s imp le41
intercept ion mod e l. 4141
4141
4141
41
4141
4141
4141
4140
41
41
4040
4141
4141
41
41
TABLE 1 .
DOLYDD 1981 NET-RA INFALL DATA .
PER IOD RA IN NRA IN iR REmARKS
0 10181-
310181 177 .8 99 .96 0 .44 data loss 0 10181-050181 use 0 .38 as IR
0 1028 1-
28028 1 145 .0 100 .34 0 .31
0 10381-
310381 396 .5 266 .25 0 .31 data loss 20038 1- 23038 1 use 0 .38 as IR
010481-
300481 63.7 31.14 0 .51
0 1058 1-
310581 132.4 69 .93 0 .47
0 1068 1-
30068 1 66 .7 27 .09 0 .58
40
01078 1-
• 310781 76 .1 30 .10 0 .60
• 0 10881-
310881 45.5 27 .17 0 .40
•
0 1098 1-
• 30098 1 247 .9 150 .64 0 .39 data loss 30098 1- 30098 1 use 0 .38 as IR
410 010081-
311081 375 .1 265 .39 0 .29
•
0 1118 1-
40 29 1181 2 11 .4 138 .56 0 .34
• 301181-
311281 16 1.5 90 .36 0 .44
410
•
TOTAL 2099 .6 1295 .93 0 .38
•
0 r ,(
- '-. .
#.
• *INTERCEPT ION RAT IO
0TABLE 2 .
•
DOLYCD 1982 NET-RA INFALL DATA .
PER IOD RAIN NRA IN IR e REMAR KS
41 010182-
' 0 310182 193 .5 99 .62 0 .48
40 0 10282-280282 121.2 70 .31 0 .42
40 010 382-
310382 267 .5 168 .83 0 .37
•
010482-
300482 50 .9 21.04 0 .58
010 582-
ID 080682 87 .8 45 .67 0 .48 data loss 190582-080682 use 0 .42 as IR
410 090682-300682 120 .4 75 .04 0 .38
40 010782-
i, 310782 36 .8 17 .34 0 .53
40 0 10882-310882 1903.1 104 .64 0 .46 data loss 110882-160882 use 0 .42 a s IR
40 01098 2-
. 0 300982 137 .4 104 .64 0 .46
•
0 110 82-
30 1082 128 .2 66 .90 0 .48
311082-
) 30 118 2 332 .7 186 .18 0 .44 data loss 211182-241182 use 0 .42 as IR
0 1 128 2-
0 10 18 3 297 .6 195 .69 0 .34
3
TOTAL 1967 .2 1 138 .49 0 .42
*INT ERCEPT ION RAT IO
TABLE 3 .
DO LYDD 1983 NET-RA INFALL DATA .
PER IOD RA IN NRA IN REMARKS
020183-
300 183 392 .8 258 .11 0 .34
 d a t a l o s s
 120 183- 120183 use 0 .42
 a s
 IR
310 183-
28028 3 135 .6 94 .70 0 .3041
010 383-
. 1
 310383 143 .8 79 .23 0 .45
• 010483-
300483 117 .2 61.89 0 .4741
010583-
. 1
 31058 3 133 .7 63.03 0 .53
• 010683-
30068 3 95 .2 47 .78 0 .49
 d a t a l o s s
 170683- 300683 use 0 .42
 a s
 IR41
010783-
• 30078 3 42 .6 25.58 0 .40
• 310783-
310883 70 .5 39.44 0 .4441
01098 3-
. 1
 300983 280 .4 142 .93 0 .49
 d a t a l o s s
 030983-0 40983 use 0 .42
 a s
 IR
• 01108 3-
31108 3 287 .8 163 .40 0 .4341
011183-40 30 118 3 134 .2 77 .84 0 .42
 d a t a l o s s
 0 11183- 301183 use 0 .42
 a s I R
• 01128 3-
311283 282 .0 185 .00 0 .3441
TOTAL 2116 .0 1238 .73 0 .4141
41 % r,
• r"tINT ERCEPT ION RATI011t i
»
r
•
Y
•
•
•
•
•
020384-
260 384 45 .5 28 .60 0 .37
270384-
) 300484 
12 .1 4 .41 0 .64
010584-
220584 45 .2 31.04 0 .31
3 230584-
a
260684 80 .2 25 .69 0 .57
•
270684-
300784 26 .0 9 .84 0 .63
9 310784-
•
290884 74 .2 45 .71 0 .38
•
300884-
260984 190 .5 117 .30 0 .38
270984-
241084 233 .0 139 .08 0 .40
251084-
231184 280 .2 186 .72 0 .33
241184-
181284 156 .2 96 .16 0 .38
191284-
301284 67 .9 41.83 0 .38
311284-
3 310185 102 .5 63.19 0 .38 Snow period 0801
85-270185
010 285-
280285 75 .7 43.34 0 .43 Snow period 080285-240285
3
3
TABLE 4 .
DOLYDD 1994 NET-RA INFALL DATA .
PER IOD RAIN NRA IN IR * REMAR KS
TOTAL 1389 .2 832 .91 0 .40
INT ERCEPT ION RAT IO
161412
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